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Don't Miss:

Fourteenth Annual Tree Care Industry EXPO
Baltimore Convention Center
November 13 - 15
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THE POWER OF THE 335XPT GOES WAY BEYOND
CUTTING STRENGTH. IT'S THE POWER OF HUSQVARNA'S
ARBORIST-FOCUSED ENGINEERING,
The 335XPT arborist saw by Husqvarna. Powerful, balanced, light and agile, it easily gets you in and out of those
high, tight spaces. It boasts an unbeatable power-to-weight ratio, snag-free shape, and our industry-exclusive
ArborGrip, a textured handle with thumb and throttle finger supports for greater control and maneuverability.
No one is more committed to the Arborist than Husqvarna.
We offer a full line of specially designed safety gear and are a proud
sponsor of the ArborMaster training programs, ISA and NAA.
To find the nearest Husqvarna Power Retailer, call 1-800-HUSKY-62
or visit our web site at www.husqvarna.com .

THE PORISTLAWN & GARDEN
EQUIPMENT OF

www.arbormaster.com
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For Information about ArborMaster Training, call 1-860-429-5028.

sHusqvarna
2003 Husqv.rna

SPEED. POWER. HANDLING. PERFORMANCE.
Please circle 24 on Reader Service Card
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The SC352: Power-to-Size Ratio that Performs
The new SC352 possesses the power necessary for right-ofway clearing jobs but remains agile and compact to tackle
hard-to-reach, backyard stumps. Features include hydraulic
front steer and two-speed ground drive, increased visibility
from the operator station, and two-stage cutter wheel drive
system. The SC352 lives up to the Vermeer legacy
solid performance, unmatched quality, exceptional ingenuity.
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Vermeer 0
Call 1 -888-VERMEER or visit wwwvermeer.com
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VERMEER and VEFtMEEFf LOGO are registered trademarks of Verme'
Manufacturing Company in the U.S, and/or other countries.
2003 Vermeer Manufacturing Company, All Rights Reserved
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When Are We Going to Start
Acting Like Winners?

Monday iiight. and it's time to watch the football gaI1e - three hours of
\
glorious heart-stopping battling for turf. March is the month for college
basketball. May is the time to get the boat out and pull a few in. Novernber, and it's hunting SC5Ofl - a Saturday spent in the peace and quiet for
:
one shot on opening day that can create a lifetime of "if onlys" when it
misses. In those moments when the ball goes into the end zone, the sprinter
breaks the world record, and the fisherman and hunter make their mark, the exhilaration and
the pay-off is spectacular. The adrenalin rush, the long hours of preparation, the years of
storytelling and reenactments that relive those moments of winning are priceless. Everybody
wants to feel that over and over again. That's why the fisherman goes back out and the hunter
heads for the woods and the sprinter goes for one more run.
7/

EL

Behind those moments are long, arduous, persistent, disciplined, determined, conscious planfling, preparation, and commitment to a vision of being something greater something better;
something different; something more than you feel right now. It's a decision to go after a goal;
to transform. It's an inspiration that all the effort is worth it.
What I cannot figure out for the life of me is how an industry of people so full of passion for
what they do does not go after the vision of what we could be together with the same passion.
It floors me when I travel, and I see companies in the field. In Hawaii, I saw two different
companies - no name, no phone number, no logo, no uniform, no hard hats, no traffic cones, no
fall protection in the aerial lift, and without a doubt, no TCIA membership. I talk to company
owner who have no regular safety program for their employees. I hear about companies that
regularly break the law. Our association held its first Ethics Hearings in the history of our
industry last month and made membership decisions based on inappropriate activities in our
industry. I am so proud of this industry for taking responsibility for itself and making a statement that certain activities and behaviors are not going to he tolerated or accepted within our
community. That's Step I to becoming a winner.
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Step 2 is everyone beginning to talk to each other like winners. Head for the nearest locker
rOOlTI and listen to some coaches. Listen to how winning teams talk to each other. They talk
themselves up. They talk about what they can do together. They don't let each other down, and
they don't let anyone on the team have a head full of bad psychology. They are determined,
persistent, committed and disciplined.
Sometimes 1 think we have a head lull of bad psychology. "We aren't respected . . . Nobody
treats us like professionals . . . We don't get paid enough . . . It costs too much to run a business
good people." Forcrying out loud. STOP THE NEGA. . . It's atough economy . . . We can't
TIVE, DEFEATEST CONVERSATION. Everybody knows what a self-Fulfilling prophecy is
- if you think it and speak it, you will become it.
Let's start talking to each other with some winning language. I don't know who said it, but I
keep this thought stuck to my computer. "As a man speaks, so he is." A little translation here,
"As this industry acts, so we will be." Let's start acting safely. Let's start acting professionally.
Let's start talking about how important we are. Let's start talking POSSIBILITY. We can. We
will. Together, let's start being winners. Then, the world will begin to treat us like winners.
It's not the field, or the weather, or the ball, or the equipment that is losing the game, it's the
PLAYERS! Buck up folks - we're in a game here that we deserve to win. As Joe Paterno says,
"Act like you expect to get into the end zone!"
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Access the best in
equipment, application expertise and support.
It's the Terex Utilities organization, an uncommon network of equipment distributors working together.
Terex Utilities Network provides an unparalleled level of application expertise and product support to help
ensure your Telelect Hi-Ranger tree trimmer investment is productive, available, and delivers the
lowest total life-cy(le costs. It's a winning combination - single source access to a wide range
of products and services, the financial strength of a major corporation, and customer focused and
responsive local representation. Tap into this valuable resource. Contact your
)31 Rev.

Terex Utilities Network Representative now.

T E R E X'I
eIect.m
600 Oakwood Road • Watertown, SD 57201 • (605) 882-4000 • FAX (605) 882-1842
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New Life (And Profits) From
Old Trees
B N , Dr. Sam Sherrill & I),. Siei'e
Brat kovich

What's New? The Latest
Products and Services Unveiled atTCl EXPO
Community Forestry Is
Good Business
BY Lama Robinson

How to Write Pruning Specifications Using A300
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Outlook
BY Cynthia i'JiiI., C,
Expectations and altitudes can hccome

Sell'-

tulhlling prophecies.

Branch Office
By Don Lee

Health and productivity: The tree worker as
a professional athlete

4

Scenes from Baltimore, site of the 14th
annual Tree Care Industry EXPO!

Washington in Review

TCIs

mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest
industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the nonprofit Tree Care Industry Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.

By Peter C]erstenberger
Congress is getting impatient waiting for
OSHA rules on PPE.

26

Cutting Edge
New products

and news

in the tree care

industry
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THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE
LINE OF HIGH PERFORMANCE
STUMP CUTTERS
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4255 Lincoln Way East I Wooster, Ohio 44691-8601
www.raycomfg.com I E-mail: rayco@raycomfg.com
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Arborist Equipment
By Ken Kelley

High-powered tools abound for forestry work.

QD

TCI EXPO
Dr. Alex Shigo opens the world's largest tree
care show with "Life, Liberty and the Pursuit
of Trees."

Q

TCI EXPO Registration
TO EXPO, is generating excitement worldwide. Join us in November in Baltimore.

Disease Management
BY I)r. Ra#iila// Fiosi

Sudden oak death update from the front lines.

• Industry Almanac
Important regional and national meetings
and activities

QD

Classified Advertising
Help wanted, services, businesses, new
and used products for sale

TCIA Reporter
The latest news, safety and training products,
commentary and benefits of membership with
the Tree Care Industry Association

1 44

Tree News Digest
The latest news, stories and information on trees
from around the world

From the Field
BY Don Lee

The essence of safety is fear.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - OCTOBER 2003

A300 specs are your pruning guide

HELPING CREWS WORK
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New Life (and Profits)
From Old Trees
B' Dr. Saiii Sherrill & Dr. Steve Brat kovich

By some estimates we have about 75 billion metropolitan trees in
the United States. A few years ago, a study concluded that we generate approximately 200 million cubic yards of urban tree and
landscape residue in this country every year. That total includes grass
trimmings, leaves, brush and tree trunks.
Out of 200 million cubic yards, 30 million cubic yards was classified as L111chipped logs - the bottom portions of trees that are 12 inches or more in diameter.
This number counts only logs that did not get chipped. Many of them were not
even cut up into firewood.

Wi

0
0

Value-added products itIClII(IC furniture, musical
instruments, flooring, paneling, jewelry boxes and
other artwork/noelIies/craIt products.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - OCTOBER 2003
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Iii ture.

m ii sical inst ru me its. flooring, paneling, jewelry boxes,

novelties, craft products, decking material, cribbage hoards, howls,
artwork and knick-knacks have all been produced from comniu-

I

I

t

nity trees. Pa 10 mar College in California has a furniture

.

woodworking program using city trees. Even it' the trees don't
look good to you, the wood inside inight he beautiful in the hands

—'-

ol a woodworker.

Arborists retooling
In Anaheim, Calif.. West Coast Arhorists Inc., which employs
more than 200 workers and manages trees in roughly 90 coniniu-

•

This U mqiie playhouse was constructed I'roni urban trees that s'otiIrI have
I)eefl (lisI)OSe(I UI at the local Iafl(lfiIl.

How much is 30

111111 1 0 11

cubic yards? In traditional lorest prod-

(lets terms. about 3.8 billion hoard feet. This number is only an
estimate, and the true I'igure cotuld he as high as 4.4 billion hoard
feet I'ronl urban iii liii ic i pal trees. That Figure wouu Id ic present about
30 percent of the an ii tia I hardw lod I u in beu'

Ill

the t 1 IlItCd

States every year.
Ill Oilier

\\OFds ,

a lOt of

\\ 001.1 L011105

out 01 . Urban areas and a lot of it could
be nian ii tact u red into lu niher.
We grow more trees Illall we harvest
in tile U.S. However. most people

Ira(lit inilal municipal tree products. ii riot I)LII'fle(l, are otteti discarded In
IaIl(IIiIIS.

(loll • t real lie that the U.S. is a net iiiiPorter of wood prod nets. The demand
for wood products is risilig all the time.

nities, has found some ceo-friendly uses for their wood residue.

Industry seeks new raw material

They tried Ii rewood, hut could

sources continuously. For example.
in her is now often recycled into I urn-

1101

get rid of all their wood.

In an e Iloul to encourage wood use. the State ot Ca Ii torn ia pu
chased live Portable saw nulls and loaned t he in

0111

to individuals

her when 01(1 buildings are taken down.

and organ Itations that might want to saw urban trees into lumber

lii iiiany local bus, innovative i iid iv idu-

products. West Coast Arhorists gave it a try. They were so suc-

al s are Pu Iii ng logs out of tIle bottom

cessful that they ended up purchasing their own mill and a dry

of lakes that were left over from the old

kiln.

log drive days. Even in urban areas,

Initially, two employees worked full-time with the mill to pro-

industries are looking to take some

duce about 800 hoard feet per day. Next, they had to figure out

materials from city trees and convert

what to (10 with all of that lumber. They created another company

them Into forest products.

to market the wood to schools, woodworkers, hardwood retailers

There is a tremendous opportunity
for commercial tree care companies to
look at niun uc i pal trees and to u till

and others. Then they started producing value-added products instead of j list In iiibeu'.
Sometimes they sold those products hack to the city where the
trees came l'roni in the first place.

lieni as a Ii igher end product.

Vice-President Andy Trotter notes that where once they viewed
wood residue as trash, now they see it as a product.

What can be made

Costly trash

from urban trees?
rha ii

We are all aware of the value ol trees to our nation's cities.

trees are mulch, firewood, luel chips

They are sources of oxygen. cool the air in the suni ncr. and act as

or some (1111cr type of landscape product.

a wind harrier in the winter. One study estimates they sequester a

Value-added products, such as fur-

total of 700 million toils ol atmospheric carbon, thereby reducing

Irad it iona I products fro in

Ii

ltl1 ('ARI INDUSTRY - 0("FOI3lR 2003
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global warming. Trees help control storm water run-off,
reduce soil erosion, aid sewage facilities, provide habitat
for wildlife, reduce noise between neighborhoods and highways and provide green screens between homes. They
provide neighborhood identity, add market value and even
provide moments of serenity in an otherwise crowded urban area. And, of course, there is sentimental value to
certain trees.
How can something as valuable in so many different
ways lose all of its value when it is taken down? Most are
treated as green waste. Disposal costs are high both for
local government and for commercial companies. Perhaps
the biggest cost is the loss of what we throw away. If we
take the most conservative estimate of three billion board
feet per year and assume that it is worth about 50 cents a
hoard foot, then we may be throwing away as much as $1.5
billion a year of otherwise useable wood.

What can arborists do?
Think about involvement at two levels. The easiest way is
to make an arrangement with a local sawmill owner. They

Urban trees often have things embedded in them
that can cause damage to mill blades.
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Loading logs is made quick and
easy with the Log Mauler
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. US6,5202 66
It is no longer a back breaking job to split
a truckload of firewood. Chuck Smith's
Log Mauler is equipped with a 4"
bore cylinder, 2 1/2" rod and has a
33" stroke. The Log Mauler will
handle any size diameter log
with ease. The operator never
has to leave the controls of his
machine.

VA

After 30 years in the tree business, we
have found Chuck Smith's Log Mauler
to be one of the fastest, most efficient land clearing tools
on the market today.
The Log Mauler is made here in
Ohio, using quality U.S. manufactured steel. With a tough
baked on powder coat finish, this
machine is built to last!

See us at TCI Expo 03:
Baltimore, Nov. 13 - 15
Chuck Smith's Log Mauler Inc.

46368 V and 0 Road
East Liverpool, OH 43920-3869

A44DE

IN THE USA WITH u.s. sV
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For More Information,
Please Call: 330-382-0199
Website: www.logmauler.com
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Carlton
has a
machine
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Call for a
dealer near
you or reach
usonthe
web for
additional
information.
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www.stumpcutters. corn
800-243-9335

Caritoniw

PROFESSIONAL
STUMP GRINDERS

7500 Series

121 John Dodd Road, Spartanburg, SC 29303
Fax (864)578-0210
(864)578-9335
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Can COfl1C to the

job

site, to your shop if

advantage of a band mill is that the blades

can deliver logs

are relatively inexpensive. If you own a

You have the space, or you

f.

circular saw 111 111, you may pay $ 1,000 or

to the mill.
At this level, you would need to buck
the trees into saw log lengths (typically 8

metal, the blade can be damaged, the mill is

to 16 feet lon( , ).

down, there is loss of production and even

The other option is to buy a mill your-

"1

$2,00() for the blade. If it hits concrete or

I

the possibility of injury to the operator.

self. Here you have some options. You

On the other hand, with a portable band

could purchase a mobile or a stationary cir-

sawmill, blades typically cost $20 each, so

cular saw mill. They also make chain saw

the worst that can happen is that you de-

based mills and mobile band mills. The

stroy a blade that has a minimal
replacement cost. In urban areas we find
all manner of things imbedded in trees.
Buck trees into

You have all seen or heard of odd things

log' lengths.

saw

in trees. The most remarkable story told
was about the skeleton of a French soldier
from the French and Indian War who was
wounded and crawled into a tree. He died

increase that limit by putting a much larger

and the tree literally grew around him.

log on and trimming it down, which will

Ifyou're thinking about buying a null,

allow you to handle logs tip to 40 or 42

costs run anywhere from $6,000 up to

Look for a mill with a dc-barker. It

$6.00() probably won't have any hydrau-

doesn't remove all the bark from the log,

lics. You have to roll the log up and

but it cuts a swath slightly ahead of the

position it manually. If you really work

band saw blade itself. This helps to remove

hard at it, you can do 400 or 50() hoard feet

dirt and stones and other things that dull

per day. You will have to take the next day

the blade. Also look for a mill with a de-

off to recover. This is more ofa hobbyist's

boarder. At the end of the cut, it drops

mill.

down and snags the front end of the hoard.

A more realistic option for volume production is a m ill that costs $20,000

FAST
POWERFUL
VERSATILE
'

When the mast comes hack to make the
next cut, it Pulls the board off the top of

-

$23,000. A hydraulic log lift makes this

the log so that those who are off-loading

mill more productive, since you're not try-

can stand back and simply pull the hoard

ing to roll logs up onto the bed. A hydraulic

off. A dc-boarder makes things go faster

log turner lifts and helps raise the tapered

and you won't have people reaching over

end of the log. These mills are just like a

the bed trying to pull the board off. Those

hand saw turned onto its side. Most mills

two relatively inexpensive features can

in this price range mill a maximum width

substantially increase the productivity of

of about 30 to 32 inches. However, you can

111 111s.

MILLE RJ

information and
the name of your local dealer

inches in diameter.

$80,000. A small mill that sells for about

POWERFUL
PR~VEN

Laii iuuay lot l- iL

PATEN TED

I

800-340-4386

&

PERFORMERS

See our complete line of
Splitters and Processors at
www.timberwolfcorp.com
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Phone

765-659-1524
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PRO 75/PRO 150
50 to 150 HP

30 to 90 HP

www.ptostumpgrinders.com
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6150

6092
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20 II steel flat $62,500.

87 MACK R690ST:
EM6237, 235 hp, (speed,
52,000 lb GVW, with 61/2 ton
HIAB 140 knuckleboom.
345" max side reach. 206"
steel flatbed. $29,500.

6015

6095

2001 STERLING L7500: ('AT
3126, 210 hp. 6

1('ii.

33,000 In

GVW. with 16 ton NATIONAL
SOOD crane. 78 ft hook ht. cap
alert / shutdown, adj swing spd.

97 FORD LT9000: (Al 31211

97 PETERBILT 330: (uonu
8

iii GVW, with 27¼ ton PIONEER
4000 crane, 148 It hook tit ' 3W
full cap operation, cap alert /
shutdown, roofers pkg. 18 It
wood flatbed $89,500.

.1[

/1)

hook ht.

75 MACK R685SJ:u,

liii:,

speed, 53,360 Ill GVW. wilti
96 REINCO HG15GX-2390
hydrograsser. 1.500 gal.
John Deere diesel power.
$29,500.

14 ton

cap

alert,

4 ouutriqqers

fiallied $64,500.

60141

6065

6037

'4
87 MACK RD686S: EM6300. 300 Op. 0 spd. 62,000

91 GMC TOPKICK: CAT 3116

i:iiiii'nii';

1)11.210111. l.ispii.li'i,hihhl)lhi

275

vw,

hp. 8 spd

+10, alo/lo, 56 000

5084 crane. 14011 hook lit, cop
alert. 70 It shi'i'l fl:itlir'it $79,500.

shutdown, winch, 18 ft wood

87 tNT 1854 4X4: DT466,
185 Op, Allison 4 spd auto. 2
spd transfer, all wheel drive
chassis, 27,960 lb GVW.
$16,500.

lb GVW, with 11 ton FASSI
F8.2 - 20TM knuckleboom,
23 ft max side reach. 216"
wood flat. $32,500.

lb GVW. with 22 ton MANITEX

17 ton NATIONAL 600C
ft hook ht cap 01(111 overload

fiitiie(i $44,500.

45

60081

59 2

60411

with

Ii riot stabilizer, 18 It wood

4

93 FORD LT8000:

9 sluil.

MANITEX 1461 crane, 111 ft

I

87 GMC 7000: 8.2L Furl
Pincher diesel. 230 hp, 5
spd, 2 spd transfer, all
wheel drive chassis.
35,000 lb GVW $17,500.

1)1)

,,.

I it

.

.

92 I NT 4900: Oft/iC 1

I II).

05

with 4 '/2 ton HIAB 070A
knuckleboom, 169" max
side reach, 16 ft wood
flatbed. $21,900.

5936

I ki

98 FORD F800:

96 GMC TOPKICK: C/ui
3116, 185 hp, 6 spd, 30.000

1) spd 31200 lb GVW,

It) GVW, 50 ft VERSALIFT
VN50I bucket, joystick ctrls.
13 ft utility body, 36K miles.
$34,900.

crane, 79 ft hook ht. 24 ft

stool flatbed. $59,500.

,I i)

97 FORD LT8000: 83 L
Cuoutiins, 2/5 lip, 8 Spd
+lo +to/to, 58,000 lb GVW,
with PIONEER 2000 crane,
124 ft total book Of.
$
500.

95 FORD LNT8000: /i.,)L

Ci.irnmins, 275 hp, 8 spd
+Io +l o /lo , 57,700 lb GVW,
17 ton NATIONAL 600C

crane, 134 ft 1100k 11t, 20 ft
wood flatbed $64,500.

59341

1;

*41

92 PETERBILT 375: (.111 3 / ic
325 lip 1) spd, 58.000 lb GVW.

25 ton MANITEX 2592 crane,
'I/ill hook hiniqht, load moment
III idic,itor . 21) It wood flatbed,

7 9,

61K miles. $74,500.

88 FORD F800: / (IL uliesill,
2111 lip, 5 spd + 2 spd rear,

33.000 lb GVW with 8 ton
NATIONAL 446 crane, 56 ft
hook ht, 16 ft steel flatbed.
20K miles $28,500.

5(31

5775

J26

T,-,'

FIT

*

,
99 1NT 4809 4X4 .. .:' .
lip, Allison 4 svl oh 2
transfer, all wheel drive, 34 220
lb GVW, with 55 ft ALTEC
AM855 bucket, 2 side - hunq
haskots, dual joystick controls
28K miles. $74,500.

99 FORD F800: Cummins
5 OL. 215 Op. 6 spd, 33,000
lb GVW, with 67 ft ALTEC
AM900 bucket, 2 man
bucket, 16 ft steel flatbed.
27K miles. $69,500.

lo/lo, 60,400 lb GVW, with
21 ton NATIONAL 800C

/

5908.

j

94 FORD LT9000: CAT
3306, 305 Op. 8 spd +lo,

L(iiiiiiiiii:,

5 9L, 230 hp, 6 spd. 33,000
lb GVW, with 14 ton TEREX
TC2863 crane, 73 ft hook
ht. 18 ft steel flatbed, 18K
miles. $49,500.

'O

4
II

sI'

'i

? 't'
?'

90 INT 4900: DT46l3, 1115
lip. S op0 $ 2 siid rilIti,

33,000 lb GVW, with 3 ton
IMT 4825 knuckleboom,
251 max side reach, lift
steel flat/utility bud
$22,500.

IN

I

99 FORD F800:

93 INT 4900: 121 A400. 230 Op
sprt un. 322300 lb GVW. 4 ton

PALFINGER PK8000A knuckleboom. 236' max side reach, lil
It 'hurl flatbed with 24" told (low'
'lint 'iOn, 5 rear u,,te $29,500

loom

ii.

98 FORD FT9000: (,uruiriiiris

hp, 6 spd,
:13 1 000 lb GVW, with 55 ft
TECO V5A-551P-2TFE2
BUCKET. 2 man end hung
loiruket. 1 4 ft utility body,
25K mites. $44,500.
5.9L diesel, 215

i

8.3L diesel, 225 hp. 8 speed

do/lo, 52,000

lb GVW, with

KNUCKLEBOOMS
+

In,

18

ton MANITEX 1870 CRANE. 80
ft hook height, 20 ft steel flatbed
41K uuijli", $69,500.

HIAB, IMTCO,
NATIONAL, ETC...
15 UNITS IN STOCK

JT.

3123 Bethlehem Pike

•

Hatt'ild, PA

3lU' PHone 2 5 /2

•

Please eit'cle39 oil Reader Service ('aid

5 /21 435U' solos000pdykes.com
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Large mills that go for $30,000 $40.00() are more productive because they
have larger engines. They can produce
more hoard feet, though the exact number
will depend on what type of wood you are
cutting and the condition of the logs. In the
best of all possible worlds, if you're cutting
beautifully straight poplar logs you could
probably do 2,000 - 3,000 board feet a day.
For about $80,000, the next step up for
a company that has outgrown portable
hand mills is a permanent set up. Circular
sawmill manufacturers are trying to reduce
both the size and expense of their mills, as
well as the number of people that it takes
to operate them. At the same time some of
the portable band saw man ufactu rers are
trying to create larger mills. They are beginning to merge somewhere in the middle.
With larger mills, more functions are
automated. Everything that is done can be
operated from the set works and from a
joystick-type device. Some mills have an
automatic log deck vs. a hydraulic loader.
The entire operation is much more automated and much more productive.

There are two services, one out of
Memphis and one out of North
Carolina, that provide daily, weekly
and monthly market estimates of
hardwoods by grade.
Go to www.hmr.com
or
www.woodfibre.com

you have wasted your time and money.
Here are some potential buyers.

Who's going to buy all
this wood?
All of this is well and good, but unless
you have somebody to buy the wood then

Timeto Repower.

Amateur wood workers: They are
relatively easy to reach. You can use bulletin boards, e-mail advertisements,

Once again, your forestry equipment outlasted its original engine. Repower with a
durable John Deere diesel engine and you may not have to do it again. An impressive
history with forestry equipment has earned John Deere a reputation for toughness
and performance:
• Reliable, on-demand power— 19-525 hp (14-391 kW)
• Balanced engines reduce vibration
Designed and built for easy maintenance
• More than 4,000 worldwide service and support locations

aF

V

t

X.

-

-

_

JOHNDEERE
Specify John Deere Engines For Your Forestry Equipment
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Northstar Power Company
2402 SE Hulsizer Road
Ankeny, IA 50021-4492
515-964-6100
www.northstarpowerco.com

Superior Diesel
3250 Fox Ranch Road
Rhinelander, WI 54501
715-365-0500
www.sdiesel.com

PIcae circle 28 on Reader Service Card
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Heartland Engine Branch
(Superior Diesel)
Medina, OH 44256
330-239-2242
www.heartlandengine.com

word-of-mouth, or advertise through
woodworking stores. If you own the 111 111,
simply set up a demo at a store or your
place of business. Invite people to take a
look. Give them some samples. Affiliate
with local or regional woodworking clubs
and consider forming a relationship with
them where you can he their steady supplier. l3etweeri 4 and 5 million American
households are involved in woodworking.
They are always in the market for wood.
Custom furniture and cabinetmakers: They are interested in lumber and,
quite often, unusual wood. Fruitwoods,
such as pear and apple, are especially
Popular, as is walnut crotch wood. Lumber with flaws that would not qualify for
commercial use may be seen as a design
element to a custom furniture maker. The
S niartWood Rediscover Wood Program,
run by the Rainforest Alliance, organ i/es
a growing number of cabinetmakers, architectural firms and lumber stores to use
reclaimed Urban trees.

Sawmills: Sawmill operators are not
typically in the market for urban trees
because they are worried about blade
damage to the sawmill. However, more
and more commercial sawniil Is are heginning to recognile the potential
benefits of sawing urban logs—so don't
give tip on them!
Retailers and wholesalers: Independent lumber retail stores are often
interested. Don't overlook businesses
that manufacture wood products, such as
plaques, kitchen cutting boards, jewelry
boxes, picture frames, shelving, wooden
toys and dowels. In Cincinnati a local
company that makes dowels and spindles
is working with the Cincinnati Park
Board. They buy wet wood, tin-graded
and do their own grading and drying.
They pay the Park Board the prevailing
market prices listed in the hardwood
market report (www.hnir.com or
www wood Ii hre.coni). Wholesale lu mher dealers buy tractor-trailer loads,
which typically are 10.000 hoard feet.

Pallets: Forty percent of all hardwoods produced in the United States go
into the production of pallets, skids,
crates and cable reels. Lower quality
wood that Wouldn't produce good quality lii mher in ight he Suitable for pallets
and skids. The National Wooden Pallet
and C 0111 a 111 r Assoc i at ion
www. nw pca.coni ) can ideii lily local
ma ii u fact u rers.
Other options: Trucking and construction companies typically need to
replace trailer decking. Stone-cutting
companies use wood between stone
slabs. Landscaping firms are interested
III lower quality but durable wood for
ties, posts, borders, playgrounds, fencing, interior steps and railings. For a fee,
YOU could oiler to have your custoniers'
logs sawn i 1110 I umber for their use. For
a fee you could also take useahle logs
from other ti -ce service companies who
want to save on their green waste disposal costs.

i;a

A
-

"We mounted the 48361-w on a new Kubota R420 articulated loader. I
was thrilled when I lifted a 16 foot log with a 30" butt and end-loaded it
right into my log truck. You can't do that with the other loader grapples.
ImpleMax is the best!" - Paul Wylie, Ml

NEW Large-Capacity Rake/Grapple
For Heavy-Duty Landclearing

Benefit NOW
Call for FREE video

See us at
M EXPO

I

RiI,

800 — 587- 6656

2003!

Ir,
'
nk

(24 hrs.)

wwwimplemax.com

$$$$ WithiGraPPIOSi 1Rak
c i I. 20 on Reader Ser ire Card
lR1.I, CARL INDUSTRY - O(IOULR 2003
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to supervising, selling and marketing the
lumber. You have to train someone to cut
the logs to get the best quality of himher. You have to buy sealant to coat the
ends of the boards when you stack them
so that they don't split on the ends. You
have to buy a moisture meter. There is
the marginal cost of loading and haul-

Conclusion
There are additional costs for any tree
service that starts along this path. You
have to buy the mill and pay for parts,
labor and periodic maintenance. If you
tow the mill to a site, there is additional
liability insurance. There is ti me devoted

1-800-94-ARBOR

(27267)

longer and heavier saw logs, as opposed to chipping them. There are
storage costs for your lumber.
111 (T

Finally, if you do undertake this wood
waste utilization effort. you may earn
some publicity with a little work. There
was an article in a Cincinnati newspaper
on the efforts of Dr. Sherrill, and people
saved the article and called four or five
years later asking if there was anything
he could do with the large trees in their
yards. The public is very interested in
making sure wood isn't wasted. You will
Oct calls, which will also help your reputation as a tree service.

The ON!, Y'numberyou iieeil to remeniherfor....
Dr Steve Bratkovich is a forest
products utilization and marketing
specialist ftr the USDA Forest
Service, State and Private
Forestry in St. Paul Minn. He is
also the author of Utilizing

We will match anyone's advertised price!

Municipal Trees, Ideas from
MC/ ViSA/ DISCO
accepted

_________

_______

Fax 24 Hours
916/ss2-s800
I/ours Mat
7:30AM 5PM

W Ship UPS

Across the Country. Dr Sam
Sherrill recently completed
Harvesting Urban Timber, a book

WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS

that describes how better use can
Please circle 55 on Reader Service Card

be made from urban trees that are
otherwise discarded in landfills.

NEVER PAY HIGH
HEATING BILLS AGAIN!
CLASSIC
F1

.

a.

ar, MP

Central
F1NANCIN

.

Financing Available!

II
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planners, basic statistics and
evaluation research in school
planning. He is working with the
USDA Forest Service, municipal

Outdoor Wood Furnace
100% Wood Heat for Your Home,
Water, Shop and More.

"Buying a Classic Central Boiler is one of the best
decisions I have made... my heat and hot water
cost me zero. Since installing the boiler I saved
between $300 and $400 per month..."
Don P, CT

He teaches economics for

at participating dealers (OAC)
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governments, urban park boards,
trade groups and citizen groups on
developing community-based
harvesting urban timber
programs.

Waste Production or Crop Harvest?
Reportfirom the UK
By Dr. Marcus

C

Belle!!- ia tees

urreni ly the options for waste disposal are limited. The
cost of , kind ft lii rig green waste is increasing every year.
This is a deliberate policy to deter landfill rig of biologi-

cal ly active wastes that lead to a hit i Id

Up

of methane gas in landfill

Iw\

sites and the production Of liquid wastes. Apart from the pollution problems this creates, it also makes redevelopment more

•

difficult and limits its scope when the useful life of' the landfill

i:.'-

site is over.

•cg

?4
•'

.41t

..-,c

A Study by the Ccii t re for Lii vi ron mental Control and Waste
Management at Imperial College London estimated that as much
as 10 million toils of green waste is pioduced by arborists and

1113

•:4-

L* :.i

•

landscape professionals in the UK. This is similar to the annual
amount that homeowners take to civic amenity sites or put into
their bins. Currently, most arboricullural and landscape contrac tors stockpile, landfill or burn their wood waste. None of these
are ideal options for a business sector that purports to care for the

A midnight dumper finds the least expensive way to dispose of
green residue.

for recycling through this route in the future. The other

111,11 11

op-

tion being considered is to use wood as a fuel and there are existing
wood burning or gasification systems. It should he remembered
that there is still the need to dispose of the ash but this can he
offset against sayings iii heating bills.

Counting the cost
Whatever the route for disposal, there will he a cost involved if
It is disposal to a waste collection site. There will be gate lees and
the cost in man hours and petrol ol transporting waste to a disposal site. If an alternative route is taken there may he investment
III

equipment. There is therefore a need to take the cost of waste

disposal into account when pricing any work and to publicize any
environmentally friendly disposal that is included. This can be
just as important to sonic customers as price.
Burning urban wood is an inexpensive but ultimately wasteful

method of disposal.

A en Itiire of waste miii mization should he adopted. Waste is
only waste If it is unwanted. Many customers may take a small
amount of wood chip as mulch in their gardens or logs for the

environment. Additionally. stockpiling can he a fire risk (as can

occasional fire. A small amount of wood Chip is very good for

burning), but burning can also he a risk to health and is if legal if

aerating a compost heap. However small this amount is, ills free
waste disposal to a contractor. Even if only 10 percent is disposed

done oil a larg e scale.
Composti ng is the only waste recyc Ii ng method being actively

of in this way, it is 10 percent more space in the yard or a 10

pursued by local authorities to any great extent and current ca-

percent saving on waste disposal. Contractors nilist learn by heart

pacity of composting sites can process around 30 percent of green

the benefits of mulching, how much Chip to use. and what kinds

waste. Capacity for disposal is limited and in many cases contrac-

()['wood are best. The same goes for firewood or other small uses.

tors are deterred from using civic amen i ty sites for disposal,

This information can then he passed on to the customer to en-

however, some local authorities run special licence programs for

courage them to take some responsibility for their waste.

sinaI I contractors who only deliver green waste. The capacity of

Similarly, if a contractor is working (or a local authority, ex-

coinposting sites is being increased and there may he more scope

plore the possibilities for waste disposal at site or with council-run

'i'REI ('ARE INDUSTRY - OCTOBER 2003
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waste collection sites. The final message
is to stop looking at trees as waste but as a
commodity with value and cost, taking
properly into account what the savings are
by not having to transport the waste as well
as any profit that might he expected. Giving waste away is not giving it for free: it's
a recycling process that saves a contractor
gate fees and transport costs at land fill sites
or, at worst, clears his yard.

Some processors may only take a large
amount at one time, so good relations
with colleagues may save you money if
you can group together. The more adventurous contractor may be able to find
their own markets, especially for highquality timber. The fashion for rustic
garden furniture can also he tapped into
with wood cut roughly into seats and
benches.
There needs to be education of the
public and retailers as to the benefits of
using home grown hard woods - and
that's where arborists and trade associations can help. However, the mindset of
the contactor also has to change to look
at the wood they cut as a commodity and
not a waste.

z:

Wood as a commodity
Often the greatest barrier to recycling
wood is the chop it and chip it approach.
Wood that has been chipped along with
leaves and other material is limited in its
uses. By thinking ahead as to what the
parts of the tree might be used for, a contractor can broaden his disposal options.
The first step is to understand what markets are available: organizations such as
Waste Recycling Action Plan (WRAP,
www.wrap.org.uk ) and the Composting
Association (www.compost.org.uk ) can

p

A playhouse made from salvaged logs.

help to find processors and recycling
firms that will take wood and green
waste. Some processors will even collect
waste. Although there may be a charge,
this should be balanced against the time
and effort to find an alternative option.

Dr. Marcus BeIlett-Trai'ers has a Ph.D.
in Urban Tree Physiology. He is a research
associate (-?t The Centre for Environmental
'iro, unental
Control and Waste Management, Imperial
College London. He mar be contacted ai
in. bellett-tra vers@imperial.ac. uk .
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FP 1214
6 '-12' 1 'elescoping Pole wIJA 14 Pruner and Swive (Pully

'I'P12S
6 '-/2' 1 elescoping Pole w/1 6" Saw Blade

,./

rw

Double Lock System

Y

Offer Expires October 30, 2003

ltitidpo Ic sections 10 desired
lcnc'th the'n twist to engage
internal lock. Tighten outer lock
to secure. Internal stop prevents
/w/Cs separatioli tv/sen folly e.vteudec/.

1.800.421.4833

'ii I i !c i1

'

ji

For 20 years arborists have asked for a telescoping pruning pole that
was designed and built for the professional arborist Jameson the leader
in fiberglass pole technology, has introduced a professional grade telo pole
built to withstand the riggers of the professional irhoi ist Combinin g q uality pole
with Jameson's durable pruner head makes this
combo 'i must for any irhorist s tool hag
DL7
WWW.BISHCO.COM

order for a professional pole pruner or other arborist supply, call 800.421.4833
your request to sales@bishco.com . NOW!... Order online at www.bishco.com .
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MODEL 3680

BANDIT'S BEASTS

Bandit's Beast Recyclers turn big logs,
brush, chips, stumps, leaves and more
into valuable mulch and wood fuel.

New coloring attachment!!
The Beast is now able to color mulch using a dry granulated,
oxidizing colorant that covers extremely well while adding
very little moisture. The mess common with liquid and powder
colorants is eliminated. The colorant costs under $3 a cubic
yard for most colors.

0

. 11

Complete line
of hand-fed
chippers

_
K1
'

Ain

r1

6 11 9 11 , 12 11 , 15", and 18"
,

apacity hydraulic feed
disc and drum style.

O

IW

t

COLORING ATTACHMENT

15" MODEL 1590

Whole tree Chippers
Designed for Urban Use
Practical machines with loaders to take labor costs out
of tree disposal. 18", 19" and 24" diameter capacities,
with or Without loaders. Towable or self propelled.

BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INC.
675() Mu I1)rook Rod(1 • R'mus, Ml 4934()
I'hoiie: (800) 952-0 178 or (989) 561-2270

HID111

F-Mail: saIes(a)handitc1iIppers.con

/

See us at
TCI EXPO

2003!

\Alebsite: www.bancliih uppers.conl
Please circle 8 on Reader Service (and
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Health and Productivity
The tree worker as a professional athlete
B' I)oii Lee
Tree work is a challenging and demand-

state of optimuni health that can only he

ing profession: physically, mentally and

achieved by an intelligent and dedicated

emotionally. The personal health practices

approach. To do what we do as a profession

of a tree worker can make or break the indi-

takes mental determination, split-second de-

vidual and his or her ability to cope with the

cision making, as well as physical agility,

demands of the work and remain productive.

strength and endurance.

The health of each individual, compounded

IF you are an active tree worker or have

in crew performance dynamics, can make

been one, you know what the job demands.

or break the company.

The ordinary man or woman, even the ordi-

The smart tree worker considers hi msel 11

nary athlete, has no idea. Maybe if they

herself a professional athlete, and maintains

imagined a total body workout, with aero-

his/her body and mind as a high perfor-

bics and weight lifting, for 6-10 hours a day,

mance, complex instrument. The smart crew

5 or 6 days a week, rain or shine, cold or

leader and operations manager include in

heat, they might understand a little of what

their duties, the roles of athletic trainer and

we do. Add to that the stress of life and death

coach, providing leadership, inspiration and

situations, responsibility For lives and prop-

knowledge for achieving optimum health,

erty, and production demands, and you need

safety and performance. They manage their

to he part superman!

crew(s) with an intelligent and sensitive view of the capabilities

How are you holding up? How long will you last? Is your crew

and limitations of each individual and of the crew as an integrated

getting the Job done'? With a smile? Avoiding injuries and prop-

learn.

erty damage? Maintaining happy repeat customers? Making

There are, of course, many factors that make up the health of a

money? If you think you could use some improvement along any

human being in body, mind and spirit. For many people health

of these lines, take a look at your health maintenance program

simply means the absence of disease, if You're not sick, you're

and consider adopting a professional athletic approach.

healthy. But most athletes recognize days or weeks when even

Components of a personal health

though they are not ill, with a cold or Flu for example, they just
don't feel at the top of their game, and are not able to perform at
their best. Finding out for yourself what factors influence your
health and performance is part of the art and science of being an
athlete.

program
What professional athlete would come home from a workout
and down a few beers, eat junk food, smoke cigarettes, do drugs,

I believe that a high performance Job like tree work, requires a

or stay up late partying? The answer is one who doesn't care much
about his performance the next day, or the rest of his life; one
who doesn't care about his team and their safety or success.

'Yr

A video, "Back Injury Prevention," is available from TCIA.
Posters and decals that demonstrate exercises and proper
lifting techniques are included.
For more information, call 1-800733-2622, or order online at
www.treecareindustry.org .

Hygiene is a word that is commonly used to mean cleanliness.

In a broader sense it means "conditions or practices conducive to
health." So your personal hygiene includes not only cleanliness
Of your body, home and food, but other health factors like sleep,
What you eat and drink, injuii'y prevention and treatment, expoSure to disease, pollution and other harmful influences, including
unhealthy practices and attitudes of others. Sometimes achieving
good health means making some big changes in your life and en-

AM
20

vironnient.
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Rest for the body and mind, and ad-

issue. Only you know your body and how

be a significant contributing factor. Even

equate sleep are essential factors in an

iii uc ii you ci ciii a ii ci l'ro iii it. II' You are

It'

You are not doing it on the job, nightly

athlete's personal health program. After a

cI imbi ng all day and all week, then addi-

or even weekly binges will affect your

day of strenuous physical activity and

tional active sports may he too in tich, and

health. With exhauistioii come injuries.

mental stress, one needs to relax and reIn-

can drag you clown. If your duties are

When you push it past the point of Full con-

venate.

liii xecl or ii work is slow, then staying in

trol and attentiveness, you are asking for

shape with additional workouts can he ben-

trouble.

The ainouni of sleep needed varies with
each individual and sometimes With the

The production demands of tree work

eficial.

make it clif'ficumlt to always rest fully and to

seasons. Eight hours is the standard. but I

There are exercise systems that are not

f'i nd that I can get by with only 6 hours oF

exhausting, can complement hard work,

heal injuries, especially if You don't get

sleep in the spring and su iii mer. but need

and help build tip energy. l-latha Yoga.

paid when you don't work. But proper

7 or 8 hours in the fall and winter. The key

Chinese Chi Kung, Tai Chi Chuami and

treatment of injuries, even strains and

is how you feel when you wake up. If you

oilier internal energy disciplines may he

sprains is essential for long-terni health and

haven't been drinking or taking drugs and

better than sports and iiai'd exercise for the

productivity. Don't neglect or shortcut the

staying up late the night beFore, you should

active tree worker. A good stretching pro-

treatment of injuries. For serious injuries,

wake up f'ee Ii ng rested and ready for the

grain is an essential component of' an

medical management is essential. Mas-

day. II' you have to drag yoursel lout of bed

athlete's personal cai'e. Stretching can he

sage, acupuincture, herbs and other body

and down several cups oF coFle hehrc you

incorporated into a morning brie ii ng and

therapies can he an important part of an

can get started, consider going to bed ear-

team building session for a good start to

athlete's body maintenance, and useful for

her at night or altering harnif'u I activities

each work clay.

prevention and treatment of' minor injuries.

The best approach to injuries is p''cn-

I place a lot of' i in portance on what I put

The tree worker usually gets eiioiigh

iioii. Injuries can occur because of poor

into my body in relation to what I can ex-

strenuous physical exercise. Over-exercise

persoiial health cai'c, when your body is

pectto get otit of it in the way of physical

is possible and can he damaging and de-

weak and you are not alci't enough to pay

perl'ormance, mental clarity, positive atti-

bil itating. You have to be conscious of this

attention diligently. Sn bstancc abu 5C can

icicle and eniotional stability. Maybe

that are tiring you.
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Your newest Husqvarna) Power Equipment Dealer has landed.
Our stores are open early in themorning to late in the evening, seven days a week to serve you.
We are wood to hr a main'..'
of these fine orpnizations
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You II also find other great brands like
GubGadet Troy-Bilt and more
Home Delivery available
Everyday Low Price Guarantee
Factory Certified Sales Pros
• Available Extended Warranty
• Financing Options
Improving Home Improvement
• We service what we sell!

2002 by towes All rights reserved. Lowe'sand the gable design are registered trademarks of tF Corporation.
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you've heard the term "garbage in, garbage
out." Believe it! Food, drink, smoke - all
substances that you put in your body have
their effect, positive or negative. Some
things have more effect than others; various foods and substances affect sonic
people more than others. You are affected
differently depending on your genetic constitution and cultural habits, current health

condition, the climate where you live and
work, and other factors.
A well-balanced diet means different
things to different people. I can tell you my
ideas about food and health, but what it
comes down to is that you have to make
the decisions yourself, based on you own
experience of what works and what doesn't
work for you. What haveyou been eating
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Just what tree climbers have
waiting for. Designer jeans
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Now Manufacturing and Distributing 'STUMP CLAW TEETH"
Pat, No. 5279345

Threaded Stump Cutter
New SMART
Pockets

Econo Teeth

Hodges Stump Cutter

Short Butt

Regular (Std.) Teeth

Round Reversible

Long Bolt

Pockets

lzl~
B-11-C
Stump Claw Teeth

Stump Claw
Pockets

1~7B-i-C
7__

Border City Tool* Manufacturing Co.
23325 BLACKSTONE • WARREN, MI 48089-2675
586/ 758-5574 • 800/ 421-5985 • FAX 586/ 758-7829
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and otherwise putting into your body? Is
It sustaining you, do you have the strength
and energy to make it through the day and
the week? Or are you weak, spaced-out,
impatient, or irritable? Listen to your body.
I think one of the most important things
for I tree worker (especially a full-time
climber) to recognize is the extraordinary
deiiiands put on the body's metabolism of
nutrients. Therefore the tree worker must
constantly replenish the nutritional needs
of the body or it will rapidly become depleted. Fatigue, muscle cramping and
inefficiency can result.
Complex carbohydrates are the basis for
slow release of sugars that form blood
sutgar throughout the day. These can be
obtained from grains (rice, wheat, corn,
oats, etc.) and the products that are made
from these grains (bread, noodles, oatmeal,
etc.), and also ftotii beans, nuts, vegetables
and other foods. If you include in your diet
the proper amount of complex carbohydrates, then your blood sugar level will
remain even throughout the day. A wide
variety of other foods should compliment
Your grain-based diet. Meat, fish, eggs,
dairy products, vegetables, fruits, beans
(including soybean products), nutts and
seeds should all he considered in building
Your complete nutrition. This is the basis
of traditional diets of hard-working people
all over the world.
Refined sugars, found in candy and sothis, burn faster than complex
carbohydrates. Don't depend on that type
Of sutgar alone. Excessive use of stimulants
like caffeine have a downside and
Shouldn't be needed if other aspects of
your athletic hygiene are in order. Sports
drinks, energy bars and vitaniin/mineral
supplements can play an important part in
supplementing a sustained carbohydrate
sutpply and can replenish nittrient, fluid and
electrolyte salts that are depleted during
hard physical labor.
Spiritual health and positive attitude are
important. Cultivate a humble understanding of the world and your place in it. If you
don't have a source of Spiritual Inspiration,
I suggest that you find something that takes
you past your ego and helps you find the
peace of Spiritual awareness. Religion,
meditation, or simply the quiet appreciation of trees and nature can be a starting

point. A non-sectarian hook that I like is
The Power o/No' by Eckart Tolle. Cultivation of spiritual awareness can help to
bring you into harmony with nature and
the world around you. Cultivation of' a
positive, non-judgmental attitude will help
in niai ntai nliig good work relationships,
health, and safe, productive performance.

workers the way a good coach would manage a winning athletic team.
The results will he a safer and more productive work force and a better experience
for everyone.

professional athlete. Adopting some of the
attitudes and personal health and lifestyle
practices of a prolessional athlete can help
in meeting the extraordinary perloruiialice
and production demands of the profession.
Crew managers need to recognize and
support the athletic nature of the work and
to provide an example of healthy living.
They need to educate and manage tree
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The role of management
The roles of' crew-leader, field-supervisor and operations manager should include
the responsibility ol supporting the health
of' workers and providing a sane and sale
work environment. In addition to the primary duties of organizing crews,
equipment, training and job scheduling, a
smart boss is a leader who sets a good example. He knows each member of the
team, their strengths and weaknesses,
knows when they are up and when they are
down, and knows how to turn it around.
Safety is a big issue in tree work. In addition to safety equipment and training,
healthy and well-managed workers avoid
extreme fatigue and diminished capacities
in st ic ngt Ii. alertness and patience. Ali cxhan st ed worker needs to report his
condition and the foreman needs to deal
With the si tuat ion accordingly before it
becomes a l)roblenl. You can only push a
hii man body so far before it breaks down.
An exhausted player can throw the game
ust when you really need a win.
I)o you have a team composed only of
first-string players who you are pushing to
the limit all week long, and then expectI ng them to conic hack strong on Monday'?
How long do you think that will last? Or
do you wisely manage your crew with
measured, staggered duties, as a coach
would do with a second string to relieve
fatigued primary players when appropriate? A crew of ti'ee workers is a lot like an
athletic team with many of the same needs
in coin prehensi ye ntanagemeni, health and
lifestyle education, injury treatment, moi vat ion, and supportive leadership.

Conclusion
Tree workers perloriti extreme physical
work, day in and day out, often as demandi ng or more demanding than that of a
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Play it safe with your people and your business.
Get aerial lift and aerial rescue training from ACRT.
An empty ,iem al lift Ilti( I.

1)0 L1 soim y timing for yoUr l)usnne,s. So can an ui i1rAir ted

operator. That's why ACR I provides expert training in both aerial lift operation and aerial
rescue. Efficient, effective I -day courses are OSHA compliant, providing graduates the skills
and knowledge they need to work safer, faster and smarter:
Upon completion, graduates receive certification in aerial lift and rescue competencethat stand lip to OSHA inspection. Founded as a training company in 1905. ACFS1 Inc.
bong'; .i luglini level of expertise to your hi

1s11

Now training in Ohio. To schedule call 800-622-2562 or visit our website
www.acrtinc.com
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Congress Presses OSHA
for PPE Rulemaking
BY Peter Ger.vte;iberger

lie House Committee on Appropriations recently released
its report (H. Rept. 108-18).
The report that plays an important role
in how much money OSHA and other
federal agencies will get in the next fiscal year. The report was generally
favorable, but expressed disappointment
in - and calls for the agency to report to
the committee on - the status of
rulemaking on Employer Payment for
Personal Protective Equipment. The
Committee is disappointed with the lack
oi progress on the rule. The public comment period ended over four years ago.
Many Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) health, safety,
maritime, and construction standards require employers to provide their
employees with protective equipment,
including personal protective equipment
(PPE), when such equipment is necessary to protect employees from
Job-related injuries, illnesses, and Fatalities.
The tree care industry is affected by
requirements are that are codified in Part
1910 (General Industry standards) of
Title 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations. These requirements address PPE
of many kinds, and generally state that
the employer is to provide such PPE:
however, these provisions do not specify
that the employer is to provide such PPE
at no cost to the employee.
In the rulemaking it proposed over
tour years ago, OSHA proposed regulatory language to clarify that, with only a
few exceptions for specific types of PPE,
the employer must pay for the PPE provided. OSHA sought to except in certain
circumstances three specific kinds of

T
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PPE from this requirement: safety-toe
protective footwear, prescription safety
eyewear, and the logging boots required
by the Loggiiig Standard (29 CFR
1910.266(d)( I )(v)).
OSHA believed that the proposed rule
will better implement the intent of the
Occupational Safety and Health Act,
make clear who is to pay for what kind
of PPE, and improve protection to employees who must wear PPE.
The proposed rule would not require
employers to provide PPE where none
has been required before. Instead, the
proposed rule merely stipulates that the
employer must pay for all required PPE,
except in the limited cases specified
above. Since employers already pay for
most of the required PPE, the proposed
rule would shift to employers only the
cost of that portion of PPE currently being paid for by their employees.
A key concern for tree care employ ers in 1999 as well as anytime this
proposal resurfaces is: Will OSHA consider "ordinary' work boots to he PPE
and req iii re employers to pay for the m 9
In May 1999, the Tree Care Industry
Association (TCIA) surveyed 230 commercial tree service companies relative
to their personal protective equipment
(PPE) policies and procedures. The sur vey was to evaluate the potential impact
of a proposed amendment to the PPE
Standard. The survey represents data for
almost 39.000 field employees of commercial tree service firms as well as
utility I inc clearance contractors doing
business in all 50 states as well as the
District of Columbia.
Of the companies responding, those
employing almost 98 percent of the
TREE CARE INI)tISTRY - OCTOBER 2003

workforce represented in the data currently require their employees to wear
sturdy work hoots speeitiallv nit/lout
steel toes, but with ankle support and
soles that resist piercing. By contrast,
less 1/1(1/i tit'O percent of the employees
were required by their employers to wear
steel-toe hoots.
It appears that employees' risk of toecrush-type injuries is very well managed
irrespective of whether steel-toe boots
are used. The 1998 incidence rate of toe
crush type injuries was 0.02. The mcidence of foot lacerations was 0.05.
These data upheld TCIA's assertion
that, in the tree care industry, the 051-IA
proposal would adversely impact ciiiployers by altering current practice, even
though there is no evidence that worker
safety would, or even could, improve as
a result.
Ninety-five percent of the survey respondents paid outright for required PPE
such as hard hats, eye protection and
hearing protection. However, only .5
percent of the employees in the survey
data had their hoots fully paid for by
their employer. Another 2.2 percent had
their hoots either partially (usually half)
or conditionally paid for. Conditional
payment cases fell into one of several
categories, the commonest being I ) one
full year of employment. 2) based upon
Job description (i.e., for climbers), and
3) hardship cases.
With Congressional pressure being
brought to hear, it is only a matter of time
until this initiative resurfaces.
Peter Gersieiiberger is rice iiesuJeiit of
5((t't.V, standards (111(1 conl/)lian(e /oi i/ic
TCI
Ti ec' Cure Industry Association.
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THINK Model Company
Safety Program from
TCIA - the Tree Care
Industry Association.
We've been helping tree
care businesses keep workers
safe since 1938. No other
professional tree care association has more experience
and expertise to help you:
Prevent injuries,
accidents and property
damage.
Lower insurance costs.
• Satisfy stringent bid
requirements.
• Boost productivity.
• Provide OSHA compliance.
• Produce better motivated
employees.
• Improve ability to finish jobs on
time and within budget. Enhance
your company's reputation.
The TCIA Model Company Safety
practices of some
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Cutting Edge
NEWS & INFORMATION

Stephens General Manager of Training
Sean Stephens has been promoted to General Manager of Training for ACRT, Inc. In his new position, Stephens will oversee all of the company's training programs, including certificate courses at ACRT
training facilities in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; Lodi, Calif.; and Chicago. Ill.; hosted training at client locations; and entry-level tree trimmer training at Job Corps centers Hi Illinois, Kentucky, Arkansas, Oregon
and Vermont.
After working as a contractor for the Oregon Department of' Forestry and the USDA Forest Service
and in residential arboriculture, Stephens joined ACRT in 1998 as lead instructor at the Job Corps center in Angell, Ore.

fT3

Engine Distributors Expands Ford Relationship
Ford Power Products has selected Engine Distributors, Inc. of Blackwood,
N.J., a longtime Ford industrial engine
distributor, as the engine assembly location for its emission-certified products.
Beginning January 1, 2004, EPA cer tification will be required for all covered
engines manufactured or sold after that
date. Non-road large spark-ignited (LSI)
engines over 19 kW, including marine
auxiliary engines, are covered under the
EPA regulations. All manufacturers/sell-

ers of the affected engines will be required to apply for certification and will
be issued a certificate and statement of
compliance before any engine is sold,
offered for sale, or introduced into commerce.
The Ford 1.6L, 2.5L and 4.2L engines
previously received emission certification from the California Air Resource
Board (ARB) for all fuels in 2003. Testing is ongoing to certify that these
engines will meet EPA requirements tak-
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7.5 acres of exhibit space
Over 14,000 participants
• Over 240 new products
•nuar 77r, avhibitors
• Awards of Excellence program
• Tailgate Party VIII
• FREE parking

PRE-REGISTER & WIN three ways!

1

Win a Prize: Register before December 29th
and become eligible to win a:
• One year lease on a John Deere 757 Mid Z,
• Mini John Deer Worksite Gator by
Peg Perego donated by Ontrac Equipment
Services Inc.,
• Weekend for two at the Radisson
Suites Hotel Toronto Airport,
• 3-day rental from
National Car Rental.

-
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2

Save money: Registration fees
increase on December 29th.

3

Save time: If you have your badge in advance,
you can use doors D and E without waiting
in line.
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ing effect January 1, 2004.
Ford Motor Company will be the
Manufacturer of Record and will hold
emissions certificates for the 2004 model
year, a key distinction compared to other
large spark-ignited (LSI) engine manufacturers.
Ford Power Products elected to have
one central location handle the emissions
assembly of their certified products. This
decision offers standardization and
economy to the process, as well as the
value-added experience of Engine Distributors, Inc.
EDI is headquartered in a new 44,000square-foot facility in Blackwood, N.J.
The facility is designed to assemble certified engine packages for all markets.
EDI employs a staff of 38 at four locations on the East Coast.
Functions that EDI will perform include
assembling the engine to a certifiable level
(as described in the approved bill of material), conduct a running test on each engine
10 assure proper function and apply the appropriate emissions labels. Proper labeling
of the engine is required to comply with
the government regulations and provides
a method of tracking the engine through
mit its life.
FPP expects EDI to begin emissionized
engine builds in November 2003. This arrangement will ensure delivery of
emission-certified Ford LSI engines to
meet EPA and CARB regulations taking
effect in January 2004.
TO
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Treeare
C
Has A New Voice.

(But A Familiar Face.)

Known as the National Arborist Association since 1938, we've
recently changed our name to the Tree Care Industry
Association (IdA). But our mission remains the same:
to advance tree care businesses.

We're still dedicated to providing our members with
easy access to the business management expertise
they need to succeed, including marketing, finance,
estimating, sales, accounting and human resources.

U

We keep our members informed about the latest

innovations in tree care safety, equipment, technology and techniques. We continue
to add each TCIA member company to our comprehensive new business referral

list. And our members contribute their voice to our lobbying efforts in
seeking fair and beneficial governmental regulations and legislation.

If you like the sound of our new voice and the strength of our familiar face,
then call 1-800-733-2622 or go to the Web at www.treecareindustry.org
to learn more about the benefits of joining TCIA.
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By Ken KeIIev ,

T

Ills is the secoiid in a 5CFiCS of reports Oil current of'
ferings in powered equipment for forestry work. The
first article reviewed truck-mounted equipment. This
article covers other powered machines in wide use.
Those who need power equipment for forestry work can
choose from tools ranging from flexible knuckleboom loaders
made by international manufacturers to many basic devices,
often designed for specific needs in the area in which they are
produced. Obviously, there are considerable variations in the
prices charged for these tools.
Grapples are common features of many new forestry tools.
These grapples, often hydraulically powered, regularly used to
pick up large logs, often several at once. Grapple-armed loaders
include Swinger articulated loaders, which carry logs and preserve
terrain with articulated steering and axle oscillation. With auxiliary hydraulics and ample power (up to 80 hp John Deere diesel),
they can he fitted with a variety of grapple models.
Another manufacturer is the U.S. unit of the Swedish car and
truck company. Volvo, whose parent firm traces its history back
to 1832. Volvo turns out forestry units in an operation based
in Asheville, N.C. Many of' the recently introduced forestry
tools from major producers are wheel loaders fitted with grapple
lilting devices.
A current line leader at Volvo is the L-1 50-E High Lift wheel
loader with a working load capacity of 19,000 pounds. and

grapple capacity over 34 square feet with grapples that can lift
to a height of 18 feet under a hanging load. E series loaders are
said by Volvo to benefit from 15-to-20-percent gains in drivetrain efficiency due to balanced in-house development ol' their
Co Ifl po n cuts.
Deere & Company also makes loaders. Mr. John Deere, a
New En-land blacksmith who incorporated the company iii

-
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Deere's 535 knuckleboom can lift massive loads.
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The Swinger is compact, yet has a lift capacity of 3.000 pounds.
28

1868, is credited with developing the farm plows that enabled
the American Midwest to bloom as one of the world's leading
food-producing regions. The John Deere lineup of grapple machines is paced by the model 535 knucklehoom which can lift
loads of as much as 37,200 pounds to a height of 10 feet. Weight
limits go clown as the height goes up.
Other key points reported for Deere machines include plans
to make cabs "for which operator friendly is an understatement"
and the company's parts promise, which states that any machine-clown part that can he installed in two hours will he in
stock at the customers dealership or will he delivered free the
next day.
Developing names for the wide variety of forestry tools made
around the world is al most a business in itself'.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - OCTOBER 2003

two basic VersaHandler Telescopic Tool

r'

Carrier machines that are diesel-powered
and have lilt capacities of 5.50() and 6,50()
pounds and lilt height limits of 18 and 23
Feet. Specialized variations take off from

.•pf

those points.
The range of work that specialized
variations of Bobcats can handle is wid-
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E

ened by the many devices which can he
added to do such jobs as
moving loads of materials, clearing snow,
removing wastes, and

.1

VersaHANDLER Telescopic Tool Carriers are the basic power units in the
Bobcat line.

The L-1 80-E is recently
introduced wheel loader
from Volvo.

cutting out tree stumps.
Special traits from the
Bobcat engi ricers boost
the machines abilities.

Produced by many companies in the

Volvo says its in-house drivetrain development produces
major gains in efficiency.

varied locations where they are needed
are deli iiihers, whole-i rce processors.

For instance, four-wheel
steering helps on highspeed road travel and
eases operation in tight

log skidders, trash hunchers, saw-millyard loaders and forestry tractors (sonic

supplied to worldwide markets by an

quarters, and crab steering smoothes

on wheels and others on (racks). Many

Ingersoll Rand company. Headquartered in

side-to-side positioning. Bobcat features

tractors are fit ted with saws on the front

West Fargo. N.!)., the firm's work in this

that please those who operate the ma-

One of the world's longest lines of loi-

market goes hack to the years just alter

chines include enclosed cabs with

estry machines and related tools is Bobcat.

World War II. Bobcat offerings start with

heating and air conditioning.
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MORE PERO F P T.
'Easier & faster to install!
• Superior cutting speed!
• Bolts in from either side!
•Convenience of a 1 piece!
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Exciting Ne Products at TCIA EXPO
NOVEMBER
BALTIMORE,
AGRICHEM AMERICA

TCI Booth #: 2105

Agri-Fos Systemic Fungicide and
Pentra- Bark
Agrichem America, the U.S.
operating division of
Agrichem Mfg. Ind. Pty. Ltd of
Australia, has received U. S.
EPA and California EPA/ DPR
approval of Agri-Fos® Systemic Fungicide and PentraBark®, bark penetrating
surfactant for the control of
"Sudden Oak Death," Phytophthora ramorum and other
phytophthora ssp. Agri-Fos controls SOD through
injection and with the revolutionary new non-invasive
concept of "Basal Bark Application" with the patent

applied for Pentra-Bark Surfactant. Agri-Fos is registered
in 30 different countries for control of Pythium,
Phytophthora, and Downey Mildew on 90+ different
crops around the world.
AMERICAN ARBORIST
SUPPLIES
TCI EXPO Booth #: 404

'

t

It

, New Catalog & Online
'
Shopping
American Arborist Supplies will
showcase its newest 100+ page
full color catalog, along with
many of the products in the
catalog. The company will also announce the addition of
a new shopping cart feature to its website. Now, arborists can order the best arborist supplies at the most
reasonable prices by logging on to the company's
website or by telephone to place their order with a
friendly, knowledgeable staff member. Most orders
shipped the same day.

30

ALL GEAR, INC.
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1423

Neolite
"Wow is that bright" was among initial reactions to this
new product. A professional construction and a super
visible rope defines our new "Neolite." The Neolite is a
tight 16-Strand Premium Polyester rope. The forestry
and logging professionals have engineered the "Neolite"
and our "Forestry Pro." The "Forestry Pro" is the best
choice for a 12-Strand guru or an economical climber
who demands excellent performance. The average
strength of All Gear's "Neolite" is 8,100 lbs. and the
average strength of the "Forestry Pro" is 7,300 lbs.

ARBORSCAPE PRO
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1521

Fax Blast Module
Arborscape Pro introduces
a new Fax Blast module
that automatically faxes
promotions, form letters,
and newsletters. Part of
Arborscape Pro, the best
:
Tree and Green Care
-.
Industry Customer Management Software. Customers are tracked at a glance from Estimates to Invoices to
Future Callbacks. Create, Edit and Link Worksite Plans
and Maps. Includes Integrated Scheduling, Phone
Logging, Work-Crew Planning, Callback Tracking and
more. QuickBooks Integration avoids double data entry
and enables Cost and Profit Tracking. Easy-to-use
Customized Estimates, Work Orders, Invoices and
Reports. Link Laptops, Tablets or Handhelds.
AAo
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WOW
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ARBORSYSTEMS
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1416

DYNAMIC MANUFACTURING CORP.
TCI EXPO Booth #: 900

,

I.

Nutriboosters

Cone-Head Chippers

Trees looking yellow or
suffering from poor leaf
growth? Pump UI) the green
with ArborSystems
N Lit riboosters" TM One applica> 471
tion can take care of certain
deficiencies in plant nutrition—inclucling chlorosis.
Developed for use with ArborSystenis Wedgle'TM DirectInject"TM Tree Treatment System, Nut ri boos ters'I'M micronutrients are available in six formulations. This efficient
system places chemicals directly into the tree's active
layer so you may see results in as little as five days, and
you can treat almost any tree in five minutes or less.

New for 2004: 6 Models
from 6" to 21" capacity.
All come with the
revolutionary ConeHead® (Patent Pending)
drum design. The ConeHead design is proving
to be a highly economical and efficient chipper.
Users claim substantial
labor, fuel & knife cost savings. The Cone-Head is an
oversized drum that chips on a compound angle creating a slicing action as it chips.
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ENGINE POWER SOURCE
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1513

ENVIROMETRICS SYSTEMS
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1922

Chipper Power Unit

BugBarrier Top Wrap
4
Envirometrics Systems introduces an enhancement for its
BugBarrier Tree Band. The
BugBarrier Tree Wrap is a 5"
green plastic cling-style wrap
..
J
that can be installed above the
band to provide gypsy moth
-'
larvae with a ramp so they can
crawl down the tree. The new
wrap also protects the band against squirrels and other
inquisitive mammals. The wrap is being introduced just
as bands are being installed to trap fall cankerworm
adult females.

- A new chipper power unit
f rom Engine Power Source
eliminates problems such
as overheating, throttle
slippage and difficult
maintenance. The unique
housing keeps chips away
from the radiator and engine compartment, resulting in
cooler operation and reduced combustion risk. The
locking rod action throttle eliminates cables, and the
easy access air cleaner and other features simplify
service. Power is supplied by Kubota's V3300T 88HP
diesel engine. Engine Power Source supplies industrial
engines and engine powered products.
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FORESTRY EQUIPMENT OF VIRGINIA
TCI EXPO Booth #: 824

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF ARBORICULTURE
TCI EXPO Booth #: 400

Rear Mount Aerial Lift

CEU Compendia

In response to clients needs
Forestry Equipment now offers
a rear mount aerial lift with Out
& Down Outriggers. The advantages of this style of outriggers
are; 16 ft. horizontal span for
maximum stability, 4 ft. adjusts
able horizontal reach with each
outrigger extendable beyond
most driveways, and ability to
place out-riggers down on
favorable terrain. Unit has a 65
ft. working height XT60 Hi Ranger aerial lift mounted on
a 4300 International chassis with a short 108" CA for
those tight spots. This unit is available now and can be
seen at the TO EXPO show in Baltimore.

The CEU compene
dium is designed to
further your
arboriculture education, whether you're
in search of a review,
I
or looking to
s trengthen your
knowledge by
reading these
collected articles for the first time. Each is a compilation
of previously published CEU articles from 1993 present. They have been sorted into seven categories
and can be purchased separately or as a set. Even if
you've read an article and earned credits on it in the
past, you can still submit answers for more credit
(questions have been revamped).
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JANESON, LLC
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1402

JARRAFF INDUSTRIES
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1816

Double Lock Telescoping Poles

Brush Cutter
Tractors

Jameson, the leader in fiberglass poles, presents Double
Lock Telescoping Poles for professional tree trimmers.
Models include our heavy-duty
side-cut pruner, pole saw head
or a combination pruner and
pole saw head. Eliminating the
need for multiple poles, they are
7.
available in lengths of 6' to 12'
..L
and 7' to 14' for maximum
versatility. Our lightweight
r
fiberglass poles will not kink like
aluminum and feature dual locks
to ensure poles will not collapse.
...

The Geo-Boy brush cutter
tractor, designed for
clearing brush and small
trees in difficult locations.
Self-contained and highly
maneuverable, it is powered by a Cummins diesel engine
and features various cutter head options. The Geo-Boy
can be trailered without special permits and features a
rear view camera and a ROPS and FOPS certified cab
with climate control. Track mounting helps the Geo-Boy
maintain an extremely low ground pressure rating and
low center of gravity, making it well suited for all types
of terrain. Now available in both standard and heavyduty models.

...
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KUEMMERLING, INC
TCI EXPO Booth #: 100

LOFTNESS/US ATTACHMENTS
TCI EXPO Booth #: 2026

KARL

Chrome Plated
Mitts & Merrill
Brush Chipper
Knives

Timber Ax
'

These chrome knives
keep their edge longer
than ordinary steel
knives. Especially good
where palm trees or
regular trees have been exposed to sand and grit. $25.00
each (for Mitts & Merrill only).

Aj

MORBARK, INC.
TCI EXPO Booth #: 600

MultiBagger

.

-

PREFERRED PROCESSORS CO., LLC
TCI EXPO Booth #: 2001

biesel Power BIGFOOT

. .•

Morbark introduces a
simple, versatile and
,
affordable way to bag
landscape materials.
The MultiBagger bags
a variety of products,
including mulch,
compost, soil products, manure, gravel, sand and more.
The unit can bag more than 1,000 bags per hour. It
features a two cubic yard feed hopper with three filling
stations that release material with a foot control. A
hydraulic auger and agitator ensure against bridging and
plugging. The unit can be quickly modified to handle a
variety of bag sizes. Also offered with conveyors, bag
sealer and a trailer.
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The Loftness/US
Attachments Timber Ax
I
is an all-new design for
selectively cutting and
mulching unwanted
4tu
;
trees or brush. The
"reverse rotor rotation"
4..
of the Timber Ax lifts
material off the ground.
The new rotor design with rigid replaceable sharpened
blades requires less horsepower than carbide cutters or
swinging hammers that can deflect backwards under
heavy loads, reducing their angle of attack. The Timber
Ax allows you to cut up to 6" diameter trees with as little
as 40 hydraulic horsepower.
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Specializing in producing BIGFOOT HEAVY DUTY Firewood
Processing equipment, from the largest logs to smallest
bundlewood. Since 1972, the line includes machines specially
suited for the various needs of both Firewood Processing and
Tree Care Industry. We are, at EXPO 2003, showing the New
Diesel Power for these machines. Model will be the MOOSE4236, available in both 24" and 48" log length sizes. Available
options include Power Drive wheels, Brakes, and Brake Lock.
Full range of
Splitting heads also
available. Always
something NEW
TATLIl
fro B IC FOOT
...

WOOD SPLITTERS.
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SANDVIK
TCI EXPO Booth #: 2108

REDMAr / KOMATSU ZENOAH AMERICA
TCI EXPO Booth #: 124

DURA Disk

pA
RedMax's new
chain saw combines everything an
arl)orist wants high power, light
weight and low
cost. The new
G3100, which weighs just 7.8 pounds, is powered by
RedMax's 30.1 cc engine with its dust-free air intake
system. The saw will be offered with a 12" bar at an
introductory price of $199.99. That's a $40 savings over
list price. A 14" bar is also available. The G310() is built
with Red Max's ruggedness and carries a one year
commercial warranty. To check out the G3100 and all
RedMax products, visit 1)00th 124 at TO EXPO.

The DURA Disk Cutting
B
System incorporates a
patented tooling systems
yr..
that gives a smoother
cutting action with less
C
'
vibration. Drag is greatly
reduced by eliminating
44
,
14,
D
large, blunt tool holders
è
!"r
found in most stump cutter
systems. The Plow Bolt Bit
has a large carbide tip with a larger cutting surface and a
long cutting edge. With the DURA Disk Cutting System,
The Bit is the bolt! For stump grinders with less than 100
H.P., there is the DURA Disk II Cutting System. To learn
more, visit us at TO EXPO 2003, Booth #2108.

TEREX TELELECT, INC.
TCI EXPO Booth #: 2006

SHERRILL ARBORIST SUPPLY
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1220

New RM Series

Sherrill Line
Tamer

II .
ØiI
Brought to us by
tree-buddy Eddie
Bingle, this batteryol ) erated, linewinding device
shuttles 200 feet of
throwline from one
location to another in just 15 seconds! That's right, from
scattered across the ground to inside something as
small as a soda bottle in less time than it normally takes
to decide who gets the task. This specially modified linestripping device now works on cordage UI) to 2.2 mm,
including Sherrill's Rhino Line and Zing-it.

The new RM series nonovercenter material handling
aerial devices will be featured, as
••
well as highlighting the intro(Iuction of other new products such
ij
as the new TL series Backyard
Unit. The RM series has four
available models with working
heights of 65, 70, 75, & 80 ft. The
units can be mounted on single and double hydraulic
lifts for an additional 13-ft, 15-ft, or 25-ft height. In
addition UI) to 2,000 lbs. material handling capacity is
available. Travel length and travel height was minimized
for increased maneuverability and access. Terex Telelect
is a division of Terex Utilities.

TREE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1605

WEAVER LEATHER, INC.
TCI EXPO Booth #: 1311

PhoneCenter Software

Throw Weights

With this software you'll
never forget to call a
. ... customer back or lose
another phone
message! The program
uses Caller ID to organize
all incoming 1)hOIle messages and appointments.
-The appointment
scheduler has drag and
drop functionality with (lay, week and month
views. Print or email organized reports for each employee or salesperson. Interfaces with MS MapPoint to
route all your appointments, and with QuickBooks to
eliminate double entry of customer information.

The aerodynamic design of these throw weights from
Weaver Leather helps increase the range of your throw!
Now constructed of quality vinyl, these throw weights
are available in 10 oz.,
12 oz., 14 oz. or 16 oz.
sizes. For your
convenience, these
throw weights are
available individually
or in kits with lines.
Choose from orange,
yellow, red or white.
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I
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

•

EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS

•

NETWORKING

COMING SOON...

To a convention center near you
TO EXPO Keynote Speaker

DR. ALEX S IGO

The one event this year you can't afford to miss.
See the brochure on the next page or
call 1-800-733-2622 to register today.
Baltimore Convention Center
Thursday, November 13, 2003
8:00 a.m. - 9:15 a.m.

('TT')
VOICE OF TRU CARE

EXPO'03

The world's largest tree care trade show

Lightning Protection for Trees
i;

Your complete source for /ihtning protection needs.

Independent Protection Co, Inc
1607 S Main St
Goshen IN 46526
800-860-8388
Fax: 574-534-3719

www.ipclp.com
34
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• Provide your clients an additional service.
• Limited investment, quick profits.
• Consider golf courses, parks, large estates and historic trees
S Lightning protection systems for all types of structures
• Send for a free Tree Kit—A folder containing
information about adding this service
• Order our video or CD Rom— The How-to Presentation for
Installing Lightning Protection in Trees
$19.95, Visa or
MasterCard.
Please circle 27 on Reader Service Card
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Sudden Oak Death Update
B' 1)r. Randall Frost

•

Photo Credits: Pavel Svihra, Univ. of California Cooperative Extension, Mann County;
Tim Tidwell, California Dept. of Food and
Agriculture; David Rizzo, Univ. of California
at Davis; Steve Oak, USDA Forest Service.
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A range of crown symptoms in an infested forest.

Leaf and twig dieback symptoms in
tanoak.

S

Nevertheless, the European strain of P
has shown up on horticultural
nursery stock in Oregon, Washington and
British Columbia. Currently the United
States, EU, Canada, Korea, Australia, New
Zealand and Czechoslovakia restrict the
transport of material from plant species
known to be susceptible to the disease.
Western startiower ( Trienta/is lati/)lia)
was the first herbaceous plant found to be
infected, according to Matteo Garbelotto
at the University of California-Berkeley.

udden oak death disease has killed
tells of thousands of tanoaks and
true oaks in California and Oregon.
Besides oaks and tanoaks, 20 additional
species from 12 plant families - including
nearly all woody plant species in mixed evergreen and redwood forests from central
California to southern Oregon - are now
known to he potential hosts. Many other
plants have been found to he susceptible
to infection under laboratory conditions.
The pathogen responsible for the epidemic.
P/iviop/it/iora rwnorum, is a fungus of apparently exotic origins.
The disease reached epidemic proportions along the central California coast in
the years following its discovery a decade
ago, with the most susceptible species being tanoak, coast live oak, California black
oak and Shreve's oak. Coast live oak and
California black oak have shown some
natural resistance, reflecting the tremendoiis genetic variability in those species,
but in the case of tanoak, there doesn't
appear to be very much natural immunity.
P. rwnorwn infections are of two types:
lethal branch or stem infections, and nonlethal lol iar and twig infections. The
disease frequently causes large cankers on
oaks and tanoaks. Although the disease is

called "sudden oak death," the time for a
tree to succumb may actually range from
several months to several years. Infected
trees are also susceptible to attack by opportunistic organisms, including ambrosia
beetles, bark beetles and Hvpox v/on
thouarswnum (a sapwood rotting fungus),
all of which may hasten the tree's death.

Strains
P. rwnorum was found in 1993 in ornamental rhododendron and viburnum
gardens and nurseries in Germany and the
Netherlands. Since then it has shown up
in the U.S., Spain, Portugal, France, Poland, the UK, Italy, Sweden and Belgium.
Unlike the United States, however, no native plants in any of the European counties
have been found to be infected.
All European isolates of P. rwnorwn
have been found to be of the A I mating
type, whereas most North American isolates are of the A2 type, suggesting the
pathogen may not have originally been
exchanged between the two continents.
Stopping the exchange of potentially infected plants between Europe and the
United States is seen as critical in preventing the two mating types from combining,
and thereby increasing genetic variability.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - OCTOBER 2003
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Bay laurel
Evidence suggests the epidemic among
California oaks and tanoaks has been
driven by non-lethal infections in other
host plant species, not by the oaks themselves. Studies have found, for example, a
clear link between the presence of California bay laurels (U,nbellu/aria ca/ijbrnicci)
and P. rainoruin ill! ections on California
oaks. According to plant pathologist Ted
Swiecki of Phytosphere Research of
Vacaville, Calif., "There's a high rate of
infection risk for oaks associated with bay
around a given oak. This suggests the
spores produced on the bay are a major
source of spores that infect the oaks. The
other hosts probably do not produce as
35

much inoculum as the bays." The disease
appears to be mainly a non-lethal leaf
pathogen with very little stem infection in
the bays.
Northern California arhori st Ken
Bovero, with Mann County Arborists, is
believed to have been the first person to
identify P. raineriiin as a new pathogen.
He says the presence of the hays under and
above the oak canopies creates ideal conditions for spreading the disease. "The
irioculum collects on the sooty mildew on
the bay laurel leaves," he notes. "Sooty
mildew is very, very sticky. The spores
blowing in the air stick to it, so thousands
of spores build up on the leaves. As soon
as it rains, all of these spores come washing down in droplets onto the oak tree."
But the link to hays may not hold in
Oregon, where tanoaks themselves are
believed to be the primary vectors. Associate Professor David Rizzo of the
University of California-Davis, explains
that "part of the reason for the difference
may be that there simply is not much hay
laurel in the areas where P. rwnorwn is

currently found in Oregon. Another possibility is that the populations of hay in
Oregon are more resistant."

Environment
Environmental conditions are known to
play a major role in the spread of the disease. Most sites where the pathogen has
been found in the US are within 20 miles
of the Pacific coastline or San Francisco
Bay.
"Spread and Infection are tied to rainfall." observes Rizzo. "The mid-1990s
were very wet - especially 1998. In contrast, 2001 and 2002 were quite dry particularly during the spring months.
However, the spring of 2003 was fairly wet
again and we detected high levels of sporulation of the pathogen, much higher than
in 2001 and 2002."
Garbelotto adds that the number of
propa(1u les found this year is 10 to 100
times greater than in recent years.

Fire suppression
Many fire ecologists believe that the

INDUSTRIES, INC.

Leaf spots caused by Phytophthora
ramorum on rhododendron. Leaf spot
margins caused by this Phytophthora are
often fuzzy, rather than sharply defined.

artificial suppression of fire in California's
woodlands over the past 100 years has left
California forests unnaturally dense and
consequently more vulnerable to disease.
Carol Rice, who currently works with the
State of California in developing prescribed fire management plans for the
state's parks, points to a study that found
that the median time between fires in presettlement times was two to eight years.
Fire ecologist Ray Moritz, who is on the
executive committee and hoard of directors of the California Oak Mortality Task
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SOUTIICO INDUSTRIES, INC. 1840 L DIXON BLVD. SHELBY, NC 28152
Please circle 49 on Reader Service Card
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www. SouUicol lid ustrics. corn
Email: Sales@Southcolndustries.com
(704) 482-1477
1-800-331-7655
FAX #(704)-482-2015
FAX #1-800-458-8296

ArborJet's specially
formulated
nutritional products
help trees RESIST
and RECOVER from
environmental
stress, insect pests
and disease.
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Nutra-jet
Mm-jet
Palm-jet
Ful-jet
Phospho-jet
Phospho-jet Plus
Plus our full line of
insecticides & fungicides
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Join creative arborists
and researchers
worldwide in using
the Arborjet.

Call 1-866-ARBORJT or 1-781-721-0795 or visit our web page at wwwarboijetcom
The Environmentally Responsible Tree and Plant Injection System
Please circle 5 on Reader Service Card

Force, notes that the hay laurel stands
would never have reached their current
height and density if fires had not been
suppressed. "With periodic fires, the occurrence of bay laurels in plant community
types would be far less than they are today. And they would have an intermediate
or lower stand in the forest structure," he
says.
Rizzo disagrees. "Forest density does
not seem to correlate with the presence of
the disease. In fact, more open forests may
be more susceptible to invasion. The relationship of fire and P rarnorurn is quite
complicated and more work is needed before any clear answers will emerge. All in
all, I think fire suppression policies need
to be discussed regardless of whether P.
rainorum had ever shown up."

Management
Management of sudden oak death disease ranges from protecting individual
trees to preventing its spread to other geographic areas. Various chemical
compounds are being tested to protect
high-value, individual oak trees.
Garbelotto, who has been running trials
on chemical treatments, reports there are
two promising treatments. In vitro laboratory studies have shown the pathogen to
be very sensitive to copper-containing

compounds, and some arborists have
coated infected trees with copper cornpounds. "It's a bit of a short-term
approach," he says, "but we have used it
in an uncontrolled way at Berkeley. Since
we started using it, things did not escalate."
The second treatment - involving injection of a phosphite compound - is
completely different because it's a longterm approach that provides resistance
against phvtophthora infection. "It's more
durable and is systemically translocated
throughout the plant," explains Garbelotto.
"If you know how to apply it, the plant will
do the job for you and make sure it goes
where it needs to be. It's a much stronger
approach than the other one."
Bovero, who has used the treatment in
the field, explains the technique: "Phosphite is by far the most promising product
as far as I can tell. You drill into the root
flare of the tree. It's like giving the tree an
injection. Then you attach a small bottle
with the phosphite solution in it. You apply pressure and inject the solution into the
vascular system. It's taken up by the tree's
trans location of fluids.
"I've been using this product as a fertilizer for about two years, applying it
through a trunk injection. I've seen trees
riddled with bleeding cankers, with the
bark dried up and cracked, and the vascular tissue in the area completely dead. Two

See us at TC1 EXPO 2003!
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Interested in a powerful tree saw? Look no further!
The 335XPT "California Special" boasts a 45cc engine
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years later, the trees show no additional
signs of bleeding and have callused over
incredibly well."
Garbelotto is also optimistic, though
a little more cautious, about the phosphite treatment. "We think there is a lot
of value in it. The key will be using it
when it is really necessary. The treatment
has to be a preventative or during the
early stages of infection. It's a cure only
if the infection has occurred quite recently," he cautions.
There does not appear to be any treatment for wildland trees, however. Injected
phosphite cannot be used there because of
the expense and the difficulty of applying
the compound. Phosphite compounds have
been applied aerially in Australia, but
that's probably not an option here.
Garbelotto tested overhead phosphite
spraying with coast live oak and tanoak on
a small scale and found that it did not work.
There was probably a problem with absorption. The active ingredient works, but
the application type did not work.

Eradication
Researchers in Oregon have attempted
a slash and burn eradication program to
eliminate the infection among the tanoaks
there. Even if local eradication was not
achieved, it was hoped that the approach
would at least halt the spread to new locations in the state. But the project was
reportedly less than a total success.
Researchers cordoned off an area,
looked for all symptomatic trees, and clearcut and burned. They then found additional
infected trees beyond the perimeter. The
also found re-infection of sprouts coming
up from the tanoaks. Within the burned
area, there were infections. It was not a
panacea.
Garbelotto also thinks eradication in
Oregon unlikely. "There is no doubt they
are slowing down the progress of the dis
ease. But for this effort to work from a
regulatory perspective, they need to use the
word eradication. So they need to convince
or at least tell people they have eradicated
it. They know they won't he able to eliminate it, but as long as it doesn't move out
of those areas, it is basically considered
eradicated. Scientifically speaking, I think
it's impossible to eliminate. I think they're
going to have it forever."

Containment

Additional Resources

In fliOst areas of California the disease
is too WidCSpICil(.I to be el I ii I tued,
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Sudden Oak Death and the
California Oak Mortality Tank Force
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work areas to prevent movement of inieste(i soil.
Regulating transport of plant material
has become a top priority for Jonathan M
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The California Oak Mortality Task Force
(COMTF) brings together public agencies,
nonprofit organizations and private interests to address the issue of elevated
levels of oak mortality. The information
contained on this Web site is constantly
updated to provide the user with the most
current data available. Go to http://
nature.berkeley.edu/comtf/index.html

Jones, manager of the USDA's National
Program.

,'w,iorii,n

"When we established our regu lat

Wtwq effe,"ol, cr.ly
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1011 in

February 2002, we recognized the prol)hems associated with nurseries, despite
some clai ins that it wasn't a problem in this
country like it was in Europe," he says.
"We restricted the movement ot host Plants
out of the nurseries and made sure they

1

were healthy ii they (lid move. We regulated wood and hark. Bay laurels collected
for spices and for wreaths were regulated

USDA brochure on Sudden Oak death at
www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/pest all
sodwestipdflsodwest. pdf

l

so that the disease did not move or wac

\

'How to
's. recognize
rt 'symptoms of
diseases caused by

1

treated ii' it did move. We have a broad
based regulation in place. It addresses what
causal agent

we consider the risks to he. We've put

of Sudden Oak Death

those sanie restrictions on material movi ng out oF Europe to the United States."
Jones takes pains to point out that his
office is pursuing a policy of containment
- 1101

eradication - in California. Given the

USDA's constraints

Oil

How can you tell if a tree has Sudden Oak
Death? Download the Diagnostic Guide
at www.cnr.berkeley.edu/garbelottoenglish/sod diagnostic report final.pdf
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resources, money,

stall and personnel, he does not foresee any
possibility of' tile program in the state he-

,
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i ng escalated to the level of eradication.
According to plant pathologist and
phytophthora expert Olaf Riheiro, owner
of' Riheiro Plant Labs, Inc., in Seattle, 290
camel ia plants believed to he infected with
P i'wnoi'u,n

From Tree Tech Microinjection Systems comes

recently made their way from

a California nursery outside the designated
quarantine area to an Oregon retail nurs-

- Easy to Use,
Ready to Ship!

a full line of nationally labeled insecticides, fungicides,
bactericides and fertilizers in leakproof microinjedion units.

ery, where they were sold. Since the
01 - 120011

nursery did not keep track of who

bought the plants, authorities are having

04

trouble tracking them down. Says Riheiro,

00

"Quarantines may slow the spread of the
pathogen but will not
ill,,

5101)

Insecticides Acephate, Vividit, and MetaSystoxi
Fungicides Boyleton, AIietie and Aiomo
Fertilizers Our pruprielary Nutriject' formulations
Bactericides Oxytetrnydine antibiotic
Herbicide Dknmba
Deflowering Agent. Snipper

it from progressTree Tech

into new areas.''
The USDA is currently conducting a
national survey ott 1,100 nurseries and
forested areas to locate additional sites of
infection, But, says Jones, ''we can't look
at every nursery, everybody's yard and
every forest, and say it's

1101
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Morriston, F1 32668
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e-mail: info@treeiech,nei
Tree Ich Environmentally Sound Tree Reallh (are for the list renlury and beyond.
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Community Forestry
Is Good Business
Bv Lana Robinson
he country's urban forest trees deserve and require
proper management to achieve the max i mum environmental benefit. Some communities are fortunate
enough to have a municipal arhorist on staff and a professional
forestry program. Others, however, rely on citizen volunteers
and local arborists working. Arhorists rooted in community
forestry programs find common ground with local citizens and
enjoy the fruits of their labor in myriad ways.
Steve Mouser, president of Arhorilogical Services, Inc., with
locations in Dallas and Fort Worth. Texas, says, "The bottom
line to us here is community forestry encourages people to see
what they have around them as a forest. I liken it to being in an
airplane overhead. You look down at your city and what do
You see! Most people will say, 'a whole lot of trees.' Collectively, the healthier the urban forest, the healthier it is for air
quality and the environment.
"The more people are in involved community forestry, the
more they appreciate trees. They look at them in a little differ ent light. In doing so, that bodes well for anybody in forestry
or in the tree care business. The more they care, and under stand, the better."
ii iii Clark, consultant for l-lortScience, Inc., in Pleasanton,
Calif., agrees.
"Didn't someone once say that there's no such thing as had
publicity? If that's the case, then the biggest benefit of com-

T

follow civic-minded arhorists willing
to branch out in their respective communities. By serving in leadership roles, arhorists
can help shape public sentiment and the direction in which local programs develop.

The Care of Trees team at a community service project. To
commemorate 9/11, volunteers planted a memorial tree and
donated a day of pruning, fertilization and mulching at the
Chicago Fire Academy.

Sound science, activism achieve
balance
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Steve Houser, president of Arborilogical Services, Inc., gets
the next generation exited about trees and proper tree care.

munity forestry programs - reaching out to non-profit organizations and individual citizens - is to raise awareness of trees
and tree care," says Clark. "lii my view, the more people talk
about trees and express concern about them, the better it is for
our businesses."
Both men note good reasons to suggest that positive things

Houser has been actively involved in community forestry
programs in the Dallas area since founding Arhori logical Ser vices, Inc. 198 1 with his friend and vice president, Kevin Bassett.
The firm has a staff made up of past and present officers of the
Texas Urban Forestry Council, the Texas I.S.A. Chapter. and
Trinity Blacklands Urban Forestry Council. The company is a
member of Tree Care Industry Association (formerly the NAA).
"Ouir involvement in a lot of different activities has a profound effect on the public's viewpoint. Oak wilt is a good
example. We helped track the disease with the Texas Forest
Service. We have offered talks to homeowner groups, along with
a forest service representative, to educate them about oak wilt,"'
says Mouser. AS! has earned many awards for providing prohono care for trees.
Houser often strikes a balance between good science and the
activist side of tree issues. As a founding member and past president of the Dallas Historic Tree Coalition (DHTC), he
understands the emotions that often come into play. He recalls
an instance in which he had worked very hard to preserve some
40 bur oaks - about 30 inches in diameter each - for a hospital
that was constructing a daycare center. Eight years later, the hospital management changed, and Houser received a letter seeking
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an est i mate to (2 Lit them all down for further building expansion.
"It came down to a choice, he says. "I
knew I could lose my biggest aCCOtiiit or
cave in. I stood up for the trees. I lost the
job, but I was able to save two-thirds of
them. Thai's what started the Coalition, a
group devoted to the preservation of trees.
We stand up for trees all the time."

is a friend of ii inc and helped me start it.

work With Understand that a good portion

to he the pitch man for the license plate.
says Houiser.

01'0111 -

r'esour'ces and profitability are spent
on things like this."

As a Master Gardener, Houser volunleers at a Farm Day event each year, aimed
at fourth grade children.
"Educating fourth graders about trees
does a lot for me. Last year, we had 5,00()

Texas Tree Trails - an effort to find,

kids and more than 300 teachers attend

recogn i ic, measure, photograph and gal her

over a three-day period. I won Id have MO
to 150 at a time fr a 10-minute talk. I made

data on all significant trees in or near the
Dallas-Fort Worth area - is another local

(I reds of t Ii oui sands of' (loll ars. People I

He's serving on the board and has agreed

Tree ordinances drive
demand for consulting
I loi'tScience's ('lark says the involvement of' non-professionals thi'ouigh
volunteer tree plantings, Arbor Day pro-

initiative Houser helped establish, one of'

(10

grains. Christmas tree i'ecycling, and
similar activities leads to elevated eduicaii on and awareness.

the groups objectives is to showcase the
importance of these botanical, historical

a tree good or bad'?' Then I educate them

'"Fills in t Li rn I ncreases the (Ic wand for
proper tree Selection, care and mai ntc-

up a big hoard that tells the nice things trees
for us. I (lout stand up and preicIi. I
get up and ask a question. 'Is taking down

and cultural treasures through online "vir -

Wily.

'Is Ii 'c good or had'?' Then you edu -

nance, Clark suggests. "Coin in ur iii ty

tual tours'' and publications. They also
hope to i'eci'uit sponsors to adopt and care

cate them about a Forest, and then we talk
about t nec farms, where I r'ees are act ua fly

involvement increases demand for trained
professionals. -

for the trees. Ultimately, project leaders

grow ii for wood later. It's arnaii ng what
they retai ii," I -loiiser observes.

hope to expand the program to cities statewide. To that end, the Texas legislature

That connection bet wee ii awareness and

ordained a new license plate which costs

AS I also sponsors tree climbing events
to promote the love of trees. I ast year,

community i in pIe mcii tat ion of' tree ordinances has increased demand tor
arhoricultural consulting.

$30. with $22 of' that going to state and
urban f'orestry pniects.

Dallas Mayor I aura Miller was among the
enthusiastic climbers.

"Indeed, I think we can argue that tree
ordinances are one of the driving f'orces

"The license plate has a tree on it and
says Stand tall for Texas Trees.' Singer!
Songwriter Don Henley (of' Eagles fame)

"I love what I do," says HoLiser. "It's far
outside what this company does. A lot of
what I (10 has the potential to raise hun-

behind (lie growth of' arhoricultural consulting. In Cali f'ornia, ordinances came
about not because arhorists wanted them
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but because the public and elected leaders
demanded them," says Clark.
Relationships between HortScience and
many local community groups continue to
grow and provide opportunities.
"In Redwood City, our firm helped the
town craft a new policy for managing treepavement conflicts. This was the direct
result of citizens expressing concern over
tree removal. In San Francisco, we worked
with the Friends of the Urban Forest to
assess the state of the city's urban forest,"
Clark reports.
Several different types of grants are
available for community forestry.
"In my experience, however, most community forestry grants are too small to
involve professionals," notes Clark.
Still, they play a role in some communities. Municipal challenge grants, ranging
from $i,000 to $5000, are geared to
projects in public spaces and rights-ofway; aimed at supporting municipal tree
inventories, tree planting, and tree care;
and available to municipalities or municipal tree commissions for the planting of
trees in public places (streets, parks, and
other public lands such as municipal parking lots, riparian areas, roadside gateways).
Maintenance Grants requiring a cash
match are available to aid municipalities
in implementing a tree care program for
street trees and trees in public rights-ofways and for pruning and tree care. In
order to obtain the funds, the municipality
must have an official tree body and a current inventory. All tree work must adhere
to ANSI - A300 Tree Care Standards and
ANSI-Z133 Safety Standards for Tree
Work. The grants do not fund removals.
State forestry agencies are responsible
for many funding/grant programs implemented at local levels.

Memorial park pays
tribute to 9/11 victims
Cincinnati and surrounding suburbs are
situated in what was once a dense forest.
Today, the area's forest cover has largely
been replaced by croplands, pastures,
lawns, buildings, roads, and parking lots.
Therefore, interest in preserving the area's
remaining natural ecosystems - including
those precious trees that remain - is strong.
One such area is the village of Green Hills.
"It's a historical village, a greenbelt village, one of three created by Eleanor
Roosevelt's influence," says Tim Back,
owner of Back Tree Service in nearby For42

Cincinnati Zoo saw the display and wanted
me to come to the zoo. On Arbor Day, we
used the American Flag tree in our own parade float. We had 18 trucks with
American flags on every one - a half-mile
convoy going 45 miles per hour. And we
had a sign on the Flag tree that said 'Plant
a Tree for Peace'
Back is convinced these activities promote more sensitivity toward trees.
"The Ohio Department of Transportation has a beautification program in which
ramps for the intersections are landscaped," he notes. "The City of Forest Park
has a lot of trees planted in the corners of
their exits, so I'm participating at no cost
in caring for them for free."
Kids' eiijo mcnt of trees climbs to new
heights at an event celebrating local history
in the Hudson River Valley.

est Park. "Green Hills is completely surrounded by trees. It's the only one of those
left. The others were interrupted by commercial development. I've been the only
tree service since 1989 taking care of all
their trees."
Back and his staff of 20 have demonstrated their commitment to community
forestry in numerous ways over the past
decade, with activities intensifying in the
past five years. One of his most memorable
and meaningful projects was working with
the City of Forest Park to create a memorial honoring those who died in the
terrorists attack of Sept. 11, 200 I.
"We planted a grove of symbolic trees
- two bald cypress, representing the Twin
Towers, five lilacs, representative of the
Pentagon, and one ash, which represents
all the lost lives," says Back. "I donated
the trees and put the effort into that along
with others. In the center is a tall, one-ton
granite black monument with some real sobering words engraved on it. That
monument, down at the bottom, says
'Thank you to Tim Back.' That really
means a lot to me and my people."
A patriotic guy, Back is the proud owner
of a 200-year old chinquapin oak with an
American Flag carved into it, which he frequently exhibits in parades or displays to
tout trees.
"1 took it to the Cincinnati Convention
Center during the Home and Garden Show.
We charged $5 a climb at my display and
raised $800. The proceeds benefited the
Arbor Fund Trust. Some people from the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - OCTOBER 2003

A film crew captures one I a series of
training sesssions focused on climbing safety.

Kids' climbs create good
will, respect
SavATree, with corporate headquarters
in Bedford Hills. N.Y., has 15 branch operations in the Northeast. According to
Dane Buell, SavATree's director of safety
and training, the company's community
forestry activities are threefold.
"One, our arhorists often speak at community groups, garden clubs and property
management groups on proper tree care.
Second, we do a lot of kids' climbs under
the supervision of SaveATree arborists.
Third, we donate tree work, like the restoration effort on trees and the grounds at St.
Paul's Chapel, in lower Manhattan. The
Church that became the spiritual center of
the rescue and rebuilding efforts at Ground
Zero after the 9/11 attack.

"Like many companies, we had been
searching for a way to contribute our talents to the clean-up efforts." recalls Bud!.
"We wanted to give something hack to the
community, to the country. We went in
with our entire crew from all branches and
donated services to improve the trees that
had survived the blast. It was an incredible team-building experience. These
efforts build a lot of pride internally.''
They also do a lot in the cuniniunity in
terms of spreading good will and gaining
respect br the profession.
"We recently did a kids' climb for
Hudson River Foin ndation, relates Buell,
"an en vi roll mental group striving to i niprove water quality in the Hudson River.
Sixteen volunteers spent a Saturday with
3(R) children.
"We didn't make any money. notes
Buell. "We didn't sell anything, but when
You have 300 clii ldren climb trees, they get
connected with trees. They get to talk to
the tree care professional, and they gain a
little respect for what we do. What's most
amazing is how good children feel when
they get involved. It's worth it all to see
the smile on a kid's face."
The Foundation uses proceeds from
fundraisers to support work on a historic
parcel of land in the Hudson River Valley.
"Without the fundraiser, the trees would
not receive care," he says. "The result is
an iiiiproved urban forest on the property."
Martha Stewart is also a SavATree client. At her request, SavATree conducted
a kids' climb at a Bar Mitzvah for one of
Stewart's executive producers. And at a
subsequent employee party for Stewart,
they broke out the crosscut saws.
"They were set up as ornaments, but the
next thing you know, it turned into a crosscut saw competition for the entire staff of
about 25. It was a pretty neat connection,"
says Buell.

about urban tree care."
The program's mission is to teach community leaders about tree care so that they
can go out into their neighborhoods and
protect, promote and care for the trees in
their community.
"I'll never forget a woman in an illip()verished neighborhood saying that
'taking care of trees makes her want
to wash her windows and take better
care of her own home.' The 10 years
that we have been involved in the program has been personally rewarding as
we run into our 'students' all over
Chicago," states Jamieson. "It has also
benefited our company by giving us
exposure and letting potential clients
know of our conilnilitment to the Chicago community. We have gotten
some business, but most importantly
such a program fits one of our company values —community service, if
we get work, that is wonderful. If we
can give hack to our communities and
promote proper tree care that is great
for all concerned," he says.
The Care of Trees has also been involved in a City of Chicago program
known as Green Corp - a program dedicated to training unemployed people in
horticulture to prepare them for careers in
the green industry.
The Care of Trees has provided train-

ing in arboriculture, tours of their operations and internships for some of the Green
Corp trainees. Because the program is
slanted more toward landscaping, they
have not placed one of the trainees with
their company permanently, but they have
helped many with their progress.
Once again, Jamieson notes, "we derive no direct work from these efforts.
However, they feed the soul of many of
us who have participated, since it is very
rewarding. Do we look good to the City
of Chicago? Perhaps. I hope so, but that
is not our main motivator. We do it because it is the right thing to do. It is funny
how it works when you do good things;
good things come back to you. This
seems to hold whether you are talking
about an individual or an organization."
Most importantly, Jamieson says working on community forestry efforts has
helped establish his firm as a "stakeholder"
in Chicago's tree care efforts.
"We want to be seen as a friend and an
ally to those who are dedicated to caring
for Chicago's urban forest. We want to
help make those people successful in their
efforts, and being heavily involved helps
build that relationship. We care about what
is going on when it comes to trees, and it
is driven by our corporate and individual
values. It is what we are about as a company. It is who we are."
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Community forestry mentori ng programs are also a high priority for The
Care of Trees in Chicago.
"One program that comes to mind is
called TreeKeepers," says Scott Jamieson,
The Care of Trees president and CEO. "It
is a program of the Openlands Project - a
non-profit dedicated to preserving open
space in the Chicago area. Larry Hall and
I were involved from its inception and have
now taught well over 500 Chicago citizens
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How to Write Pruning Specifications
Using the A300 Standards
By Ti,ii Johnson
Specifications are the written instruments used by the arborist to explain to the client and the crew - in a clear and concise
manner — what the expected results will be at the end of the job. Individual job specifications are written utilizing performance
standards as a point of departure. TCIA spearheaded the formation of a national committee to develop performance standards for
arboriculture in 1991, when it wasknown as the NAA. The American National Standard for tree care operationstree, shrub and other woody plant maintenance-standard practices (pruning)
(A300 Part t) 2001. Our industry currently has four
published A300 standards: Pruning (ANSI A30()
Part 1), Fertilization (ANSI A300 Part 2), Cabling
ation Form
A300 Pruning
and Bracing (ANSI A300 Part 3), and Lightning Protection Systems (ANSI MOO Part 4) There are three
e
other standards in development Vegetation M in ige
.s oo
ment Tree M in igement on Construction Sites and
Wh
rda
hall
U
is being revised.
Ti inspknting P art 2-Fertilization
2
'
,
ANSI A)() stand ii ds i e peifot mance standards,
not how to s ISA has created some comp imon
-----i
docunients called Best M in iement Practices (BMP s)
_
T,
that explain how to peitoirn the work in compli mce
1
with the standards.
One of the auxiliary goals of the ANSI AO() stan
stan'
41
(
.
'
dards committee was to create
ite gloss u y of tel ins and
L, clean
I
I
definitions that will be universally applied. When 'ii
' clean
u
boiists relocate to another pat of the country o move
Re
i
IttY
it
fi Oifl one company to another, they would still under—
B
g
inces
stand tree care specific itions and teims This enhances
d
ti iining 'md i cci uitrnent
in
Now let's look at writing specifications using the ANSI
,
--MOO standards.
/pfg Ji(must be read and
First and !oiemost the entire standard
(F
understood. Remember standards and specifications are
sepu te inim ils Many times I have had bid propos- two separate
Is presented to me stating that they wanted trees pinned
O
J"
)u1
to AOO standards - nothing else What would be the chance
of in apple to-apple bid Specifications are me isuiible
t---details to be completed Peifoim ince standards are whit
job specifications are built with not boilerplate specifications.
Second, writing clear specifications does not need to be a
daunting task. They do not need to be long, just clear. Not
each and every standard needs to be mentioned in a specification, yet you need to know what the standards cover so you can
utilize the individual ones necessary to meet the objectives of individual jobs.
The following is an example of a specification that was written using the A300 standards. This example is better than saying
Prune to A300 standards" yet it can be made much clearer, and measurable.
)PrJfW

.

b

pj/ngSpeCffi

,1

-

P

d

R

A

Example Spec
Objectives: Reduce risk of limb failure.
Location: Twenty-seven oak trees along Sweet Water Lane from 1600 block to 1 800 block.
Type of Pruning: This shall happen by:
Pruning to iiiirove structure
Reducing the risk of hmhtailure by cleaning the entire crown of each tree by removing ciii undesirable branches greater than
one inch in diameter
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• I?c/iu i,i' 1/IC length ()/long IlOriZOFll(1I
/)r(!1l( I/CS by (I/)/)1).Vi!?l(l!('I\' 5.1(''('t
• I?('(ll((i/ii,' i/ic lciii,'ili o/ /)/vi/icli('S 0/
sic//is Oil/i iiicliiciccl /)ii/ hr 5 to /O/c'c'I
• I? cilia iiii or tlii,iiii,ig by 20 peir ciii aii'
/1/111)5 1/1(11 icc/Ill/c (•(lI)li/ii'.
S7:c ciiicl /)e,isilv /'roc'ccfi,res:
lirc hra/i(/ics less 1/id/i / 111(11 lii Jul/u-

GET RESULTS FASTER USING Al R-S PAD E®
Excavate plant roots in minutes, without root
damage. The air excavation tool preferred by
hundreds of professionals worldwide for:
•

i

4',.

to en/c'! (111(1 ii'or/c ill i/ic trees. No lire
1)/a/idles t,'reaicr 1/1(1/i 4 01(1/c's ill dim/i-

•

,-'O

he reniot'ecl /roiui the irec it'iiliou!
(ilIiIiOiiZ(liiO/i /roiiu the ou'iicr or oii'ncr '5

(It('/ii. I)ccicl, c/is ecisc'cl (i/ic! I) io/'ii
hra/i( 'lies i,' reaier iliaui / ifl( 'Ii i/i dlldl/n('ier
l/Icdlsill'('dI at i/ic hase

of '//I('

us

cit

• Root Collar Excavation
• Root Pruning
• Aeration and Vertical Mulching
• Radial Trenching
• New Construction
• Locating Utilities
• Reducing soil compaction
• 'Treating Plant Diseases

ui/er/or 0/i/ic (10/i'll. Some hraiic/ics mar
iicccl to be rciuioi'ecl to a/lou' the arhorisi

ee
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c'ier should liel he rciiim'cd /roni i/ic

hra/i( hi s/ia/I

he remoi'cd /10/il the canopies o/ i/ic trees.
No niore i/id/i 20 pc/re/it o/ lire /oliagc

Find out about the benefits that air excavation can have on

s/iou/cl he ic/I/O i ' cdfroin aiiv tree. S'u'oIle,i

plant health and your business. AIR-SPADE ® has been

colhii's, ci'eii i/ i/icr cire quite lari'e, shall
re/nat/i iii i/ic i/cc' /o/lou'iiig reinoi'cil o/
decal hra/i( 'lies. I'i'iuiing cuts s/ia/I he ill a
('Ol(l(!li('('

proven the world's best air excavation tool, and "one of the
few tools that pays for itself in one job".

id/li ANSI A300 pruning

si(i/iddil'd15 ciiicl it'ork shall he per/wined ill
a('('orda/i('c u'iih ANSI Z133. / Sa/'iv Siauidards. Pruiiiiig s/ia/I he in acc'ordaiicc oil/i
LSA s Best Ma,iagc'nu'iui Practice /or Tree
I'i'iiiiiii,i,'.

Most of you reading this are thinking.
"Who has time to write all of this Stuff"?"
don't. I know that if you understand the
standard and use A30() language, you will
in fact write less and be clearer. Let's see
how we can re-write this to be shorter and
clearer.
Pruning specilications need to include
five key elements to be written in compl
ance with A30() standards.
Objective: Key points in how to
reach the goal.
Type of pruning: Thinning, cleaning, raising, reducing, etc.
Location: Where in the tree pruning will take place. Crown (means entire
crown), outer 113 (means outer 1/3), etc.
Density and size: These two items
are directly related to the amou ut ol ti me a
oh will take specifying density e.g. thin
I ()'/ gives the crew or client a nleasLlrable
expectation. It . density is not specified,
meeting an expected result could he tough
Without intense supervision by the salesperson. Specifying size also creates
measurable results. When a size is not
mentioned, all sizes Would be expected to
be included. Thin iii ng a tree 25 percen
using two-inch cuts is going to take less
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Our tree fertilizer
is rated the best
and yet we still
found a way
to make it better.

time that thinning with 1/2 cuts.
5. Special considerations: This is
where the arborist using his wisdom (experience + knowledge) to manage the trees
properly in meeting the objectives.
Let's go back to the example and review it for the above key elements.
Objective: "Reduce risk of limb failure.' This statement does not create a clear
visual picture of the end result. The tree
could he smaller, narrower, etc, who
knows. To make it clear, lets say, "Main
tain size and screening while reducing
potential for failure." This statement automatically assumes that the trees will not be
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Presenting
Doggett's Natural
Resource.
An organic-based soil improver
and fertilizer enhancer, Doggett's
Natural Resource is designed to
fortify your fertilization program.
Its main ingredient is humic acid,
which assists nutrients in transferring from the soil to the plant.
What's more, it helps break up
soil, enhances water retention and
stimulates development of microorganisms in the soil. Like every
Doggett product, Natural Resource
has proven to be extremely effective
and is an essential part of a good
fertilization program. For details
on this product or any of our professional tree fertilizers and soil amendments, call t -800-448-1862 today.
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altered aesthetically yet the failure potential will he less after the pruning. Clear
expectations.
Location: Twenty-seven oak trees
along Sweet Water Lane from 1600 block
to 1800 block.
This does not belong in the specifica tion. This belongs at the top of an order
under site address and scope of work. Also,
do we start at the beginning or at the end
of the 1600 block? Everything needs to he
clear.
Before I go to type of pruning.' let's
talk about the words "should," "shall," and
"clean."
Should An advisory statement
The word "should" allows the specifications writer to adjust to o n e or more of a
combination of things, such as condition,
goal, species, region, etc. An example
W0I,Ild he: "Not more than 1,4 S/l1f/(/ he
removed in a season." Well, a tree species that grows rapidly in Hawaii could he
thinned more than the same species that
grows slowly in Arizona. The specifications would then be a "shall."
Sha ll A mandatory statenient
This word leaves no room for adjustments. When a specification states,
"Crown shall be thinned 30%," it means
no more no less. Another example, "All
sprouts shall remain in the tree" it means
all sprouts remain in the tree.
Clean The standard defines this as the
selective removal of one or more of the
diseased, broken, or dead.
following
A very important point is the words "one
or more" that allows just the diseased to
be removed and not the dead. Many times,
tree health management is completed in
phases with the ongoing phases based on
results of previous phases. "One or more
allows for this.
Also, to keep things simple, teach your
crews that 'clean' is always the removal
of "non-beneficial' parts and 'thin' is the
removal of " 'beneficial" (excessive) parts.
Back to the example, the next two sections, type of pruning and size
density
contain very important details yet they are
not presented in short, logical and clear
statements.
Let's look at the buffeted list. The first
two bullets, "pruning to improve structure"
and "reducing the risk of limb failure" are
objectives, not a specification. We can re-

&

ITIOVC

these statements.

The last part of the second bullet specifies for cleaning. The example reads:
"Cleanin g the entire crown of each tree by

Buy Direct from Manufacturer and Save!
4•.

*

-

Vermeer
Model Number
BC 1000
BCI 220-BCI 250
BCI400
BCI 800-BC2000

Part No.
KCH20I09
KCH20002
KCH20II0
KCH20103

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge
x 4-1/2" x 5/8"......... $34.58
Single Edge 8" x 3-1/2" x 3/8"......... $24.68
Double Edge 8" x 5" x 5/8"............... $35.50
Double Edge
x 5-1/2" x 5/8" .......$41.40

Part No.
KCHI000I
KCH4000I

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 3/8"......... $21.50
Double Edge 10-1/2" x 5" x 1/2" .......$36.20

Part No.
KCHI0002
KCHI0004
KCHI0003
KCHIOIOI
KCH20103
KCH3000I
KCH30002

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge 5-3/32" x 4" x 3/8"....... $21.95
Double Edge 5-3/32" x 4" x 1/2"....... $22.95
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 1/2"......... $25.50
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4-1/2" x 112"
$26.95
Double Edge 10" x 5-1/2" x 5/8"....... $41.40
Single Edge 12" x 3" x 3/8"............. $20.50
Single Edge 16" x 3" x 3/8"............. $23.25

Part No.
KCHI000I
KCH3000I
KCH30002

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 3/8"......... $21.50
Single Edge 12" x 3" x 3/8"............. $20.50
Single Edge 16" x 3" x 3/8"............. $23.25

Part No.
KCH6000I

Knife Description & Size
SALE Price
Double Edge 4-1/4" x 2-3/8" x 1/2"... $11.50

Morbark
Model Number
100, 200, 290
10 7 13, 17, 2050

Brush Bandit
Model Number
Model 90
Model 90XP, 280XP
Model IOOXP-250XP
Model 250XP, 254XP after '01
Model 1890 Intimidator
Model 1290 Drum
Model 1690 Drum

Asplundh
Model Number
Timberwolf
12" Drum
16" Drum

Mitts & Merrill
Model Number
Drum Style

*To receive this special pricing, you must use this code: 1024

Offer ends October 31, 2003

All Brush Chipper Knives on sale. Call if your model is not shown.
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removing all undesirable branches greater

branches" is incorrect and creates an un-

than one inch." Please define undesirable

clear expectation.

branch? The branch I consider undesirable
may not he the branch someone else finds

Let's read the example spec again to see
if anything else fits under cleaning. Num-

undesirable. How can we clarify this'? First

ber two under procedures - "dead diseased

of all, cleaning is defined in the standard
as the selective removal of one or more of

or broken branches greater than one-inch
diameter measured at the base of the

the Following parts: dead, diseased, or bro-

branch shall be removed. Does this mean

ken branches (non-beneficial parts). So the

that diseased and broken branches less than

phrase "removing all undesirable

in diameter will not he removed'? Again.

M1

unclear statement.
To niake this clear, I would say. " clean,

remove all broken and diseased branches,
and dead branches one inch diameter or
greater." If the size is not included, all dead
branches 1111151 he removed.
Now look at the third bullet, "reduce the
length of long horizontal branches by
about five feet." We all know what a horizontal branch is, but what is a long
horizontal branch and how definitive is the
word abotit'? Do you see how this can be
interpreted in many ways'? The objective

UC RJDq

g

is to reduce risk of I i nib and branch failure, yet maintain the size. These long
horizontal branches, I am assuming, have

,Alm

too iiiiich leverage (end weight) and have
a potential for Failure. If there are no observable weaknesses and we want to retain

'00e

size of tree, do we want to reduce these'?

W Arbo O st Supply-

(Especially considering the next bullet
point.) One way that we could take care of

www. b I u e rid g ea rbo rists up p I y. co m

this is by calling for thinning instead of
reducing - "thin outer half by 30% one

We carry:
Rope
Ascenders/Descenders
Tree Climbers/Spurs/Spikes
Hand Pruning Tools & Accessories
Poles, Pruners & Accessories
and more .....

I

inch plus." " I inch" doesn't mean that you
can't remove a 3/4 inch branch, it just means
that it is intended to have most of your cuts
one inch or greater. Now, looking further
in the procedures section you will see that

Secure Online Shopping

it calls for "No live branches greater than
four-inch diameter shall he removed withOut authorization from the owner or

Blue Ridge Arborist Supply
P0 Box 1626
17277 Poor Farm Rd.
Culpeper, VA 22701
Tel: 1-540-829-6889 Toll Free: 1-800-577-TREE
I'ILU'.0 CikIL'

I)

Ictdci

owner's agent.' To comply with this we
simply add to our spec: "thin outer half by
30% with one-inch to four-inch diameter
cuts."

SCI\ IL ( ';Id

The next bullet item is. "reducing the
length of branches or stenis with included

CHIPPER KNIVES

hark by five to ten feet." The original

BUY 10 GET 2 FREE FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS

ment, and I do not see how it can't he. How
can we make that clearer? First of all, did

length is not a consideration in this state-

they mean branches or limbs or both'?
Proper identification of parts is extremely
important to be clear. When trying to write
specs, always refer back to the objectives
- "reduce failure potential, yet nlaintai n
size and screening". Included hark causes

12/ x 31/2 X /8 $34.50
31/2 x /8 $28.95

27450
12 x3x3/8 $22.95

weak branch attachments and a high potential for failure. So lets say. "Reduce
limbs/branches with weak attachments by
no more than 40% of length." This statement allows the person doing the work to
work within a window to choose the best
cut, appropriate for each situation.
The last bullet item is "reducing or thinning by 20% any limb that requires

THE

48

X

FAST DELIVERY
'

TOOL. CO_ NC

(800) 221-5452

cabling." This one confuses me. All the
items previously mentioned - long limbs

THE
'

TOOL Co.. INC

Please circle 48 on Reader Service Card
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and weak attachments have already been

addressed.
I Feel this is something that could he
dim I naled completely or included as a
special consideration regarding cabling.
Therefore we will take it out of the main
Part of the specification.
Now let's go through what's lell in the
procedures section. "Live branches less
1111111

one i iich ill d ianieter should not be

removed from the interior of the crown.

what we started with. We began with a

with very few words yet they will he clear,

con fusi 11g. hard to define specification.
with 263 words. Now we have a clearer,

measurable, and visual. When you have
measurable benchmarks to work with, the

definable sped lication with less than 113
words. Which one woti Id you rat lie r have

ciew can move throughout the job confi-

,IS ,1

dently. Life will be easier and ohs will he
more profitable.

work order? Which Would lequ i ic (he

least supervisioll to meet the client's cx-

If you have any comments regarding the

pedal ions?
Boilerplate specifications never work.

current standards or the ones in develop-

Using A30() standards you can write specs

A300 representative.

inent, iilease contact yotir association's

Does this mean anything over I  is removed? "Sonic braiiches may need to be
removed to allow the arbori 51 in." These

I

are special considerations and can be
moved to that Section. "Swollen collars,

RESISTOGRAPH F - SERIES

even if they are II uile large shall remain
on tile tree following removal of , dead
branches." This is already covered in the

.1

:

1

standards under "Cuts" and doesn't need
to be in the spec. If there is some kind of
unique problem with the trees related to

.

t'r

swollen collars, it cou Id be included as a

.4

special consideration. "Pruning cuts need
to be Ili accordance
- again, this is
.....

1

already covered in the standard and does
not have to he in the spec.
Here is the final spec in shorter, clear

:,

7.

1h1.

terms.

,,"

. ,.

,it!

Name: Mr. Forrest Stand
Address: 2003 Shady Lane
Scope of work: 27 Oak trees located in
the 1600 and 1700 blocks along
Sweetwater Lane

c•
,

4'_-

•

I.

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks arid recreational
areas, uti lily poles, forests, timber structures such as
bridges, ramed buildings and playground equipment.

The Advcintages of the Resistograph:
Fast, acci irate, and reliable
Find wood decay, rot, hollow areas and cracks
Analyze annual ring structures
Determini growth tendency according to the width
oTanrival rin9s
High effic:iency due to less work having to be done
Unnecess ary wood damages are prevented

FREE APPLICATION VIDEO AVAILABLE!

:jt1

IML, Inc.
1275 Shiloh Road, Suite 2780
Kennesaw, GA 30144 USA

Visit us at TCI Expc
booth #1426

:

E-mail: info@imlusa.com

Phone: (888) 514-8851
Fax: (678) 623-0550

4_41e A

Website: www.imlusa.com

Objective: Maintain size and screening while reducing failure potential
All work shall he performed in compli -

I 'It'.c

ii it.'

It. 2

ii Reader St.l\ ct. ( ';ird

ance to the following standards: A300.
7.133 and appropriate Federal. State,
( utility and City regulations and to the
above spec.
Spec lications: Clean - Remove:
Diseased and broken branches

Wij

0-10

-.-

Dead branches I" diameter +
Thin - outer half by 30% with I to 4"
diameter cuts
Reduce-I i mhs/branches with weak attacliments tip to 4()'2 of length
Note: If a high potential for failure
would remain after reduction, complete
removal or support shall he considered.
Special Consideration: Thinning shall
not take place in the inner 60% of the
crown except where necessary to allow
climber access.
Removal of dead limbs and branches
shall he in compliance with standard #535
the final cut shall he made just outside the collar of the living tissue.
Now, lets review what we wrote and
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Easy

LO

operate

• Easy to maintain
*Optional
all-weather cab
*Optional 40 gpm
aux. hydraulics

The loader of choice for surface-sensitive work
SWINGER 2000 • The value leader
• Easy to operate
• Easy to maintain

SWINGER

(I)

IDID
Loader Division of NMC-WOLLARD, Inc. Cin
0)
E-mail:
-•1
• Optional 22 gpm
loaders@nmc-wollard.com C-)
aux. hydraulics
M><
Web:
www.nmc-wollard.com
800-656-6867
0
M
Save time, surface, and money 0
0
C'.)
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More almanac online!
www.treecareindustry.org —> news —> industry calendar

Events & Seminars

October 14, 2002

October 30-November 2, 2003

November 17-22, 2003

Tree Care Workshop
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, OK
Contact: Mike Schnelle, (405) 744-7361
or mas@okstate.edu

American Society of Landscape Architects
Annual Meeting
New Orleans, LA
Contact: (202) 898-2444

Climbing Skills I Level I Rigging /
Precision Felling, Chainsaw Safety
ArborMaster Training, Inc.
Richmond, VA
Contact: (860) 429-5028, ArborMaster.com

October 16-17, 2003

Stromwater Problems - Urban Forestry
Solutions
Tennessee Urban Forestry Council
Chattanooga, TN
Contact: (615) 352-8985, www.tufc.com

November 6-7, 2003
Tree Autopsy and Dissection Lab with
Microscopes
Dr. Alex Shigo
Portsmouth, NH.
Contact: Northeast Shade Tree, 1-800841-2498

October 17, 2003
Conference on Perennials
Scott Arboretum of Swarthmore College
Swarthmore, PA
Contact: Longwood Gardens, (610) 3881000, Ext. 507

October 22-23, 2003
Garden Expo - Canada's Fall Buying
Show for the Green Industry
Toronto Congress Centre,
Toronto, Canada
Contact: (905) 875-1805, or
showinfo@landscapeontario.com

October 24-26, 2003
N.J. Shade Tree Federation
78th Annual Meeting
Clarion Hotel & Convention Center
Pleasantville, N.J.
Contact: Bill Porter, (732) 246-3210

November 5-8, 2003

December 5-6, 2003

Green Industry Expo
St. Louis Convention Center
St. Louis, MO
Contact: 1-888-303-3685,
www.gieonline.com

2003 Plant Biology Workshop
Plant Health Care, Inc. Education Center
Frogmore, SC
Contact: Selina Marx at (888) 290-2640
or phcmarx@direcway.com

November 13-15, 2003

January 16-17, 2004

TCI EXPO 2003
Tree Care Industry Association
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD
Contact: Carol Crossland, 1-800-7332622, www.treecareindustry.org

Oklahoma Nursery and Greenhouse
Trade Show and Convention
Tulsa, OK
Contact: Mike Schnelle, (405)-744-7361
or mas@okstate.edu

February 5
November 13-14, 2002
Pacific Northwest Utility Vegetation
Management Conference
Valley River Inn,
Eugene, OR
Contact: PNW-ISA office, 1-800-335-4391
or info@pnwisa.org

Vine & brush
control without

spraying.
or,

UPM Corporation

Kills over 80 species of
invasive vines & brush
without time-consuming
prep or clean up effort.

28 Garrett Ave.
Rosemont, PA 19010
Phone: (610) 525-6561
Fax: (610) 525-6562
www.vine-x.com

Penetrating formula - no
spraying or stem cutting
needed

13I
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(triclopyr ester 13.6%)

December 3-6, 2003
ASCA Annual Conference
Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe
Lake Tahoe, NV
Contact: (301) 947-0483

Please circle 56 on Reader Service Card
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New England Grows
Hynes Convention Center
Boston,MA
Contact: (508) 653-3009,
www.NEGrows.org

February 8-12, 2004
Winter Management Conference 2004
Tree Care Industry Association
Frenchman's Reef & Morning Star
Marriott Beach Resort
St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands
Contact: Carol Crossland, 1-800-7332622, or www.treecareindustry.org

March 25-27, 2004
TCI EXPO Spring
Tree Care Industry Association
Sacramento Convention Center
Sacramento, CA
Contact: Carol Crossland, 1-800-7332622, or www.treecareindustry.org

Send information on your event to:
Tree Care Iiulusirv, 3 Periineier Road,
Unit 1, Ma,u/iester, NH 03103
E-mail: Gari'u, @ treec(lreul(lusIr\'.orç'

I.&

WINTER

MANAGEMENT

CONFERENCE

2004

Your Busi* ess

Will ReacpNew Hights In

St. Thomas.

Attend the Tree Care Industry Winter Management Conference.
Hear about the latest and best business practices. Take advantage
of great networking opportunities.

February 8 - 12 7 2004

L

I

_
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The Marriott Frenchman's Reef
St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands

Soak

tip

the sun, the sand, and new knowledge at this year's Winter Management

Conference. Learn about the latest business management topics and issues facing

tod,iv's commercial tree care companies. Network with your

J-

and reach new heights while enjoying the tropical
paradise that k -;i. Ilioiiia. To learn more or to register
call 1-800-733-2622 today!

TE!iATM
VOICE OF TREE CARE

TO REGISTER OR TO LEARN MORE I
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ACRT is currently seeking experienced
arborists to fill several full and part-time training openings across the United States.
Opportunities include job corps instruction,
contract training and presenting traveling
workshops. Possible topics include line clearance, commercial tree care, chain saw
operation and aerial lift techniques. Part time
positions are on an as needed basis". Relocation may be necessary for full time
positions. Candidates must have extensive
climbing experience including rope and
saddle ability plus leadership and/ or teaching ability in arboriculture or related field.
Competitive salary and full benefits package:
including 401K and ESOP. ACRT is an Equal
Opportunity Employer dedicated to diversity
in the workplace. Qualified candidates
should send resume and letter of interest to
the attention of Jon Ashment.
Jon Ashment
Job Corps Operations Supervisor
P0 Box 401
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221
Fax (330) 945-7200
www.acrtinc.com

Climber
Experienced climber wanted for Arbor Division of full service Landscape Company.
Philadelphia area. Excellent pay, benefits
and opportunity for advancement. Health
care, 401 K, career development, paid holidays.
David Brothers Landscape Services
P0 Box 123
Worcester, PA 19490
(610) 584-1550

"EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY"
Washington, DC area's premier tree care
company. Now interviewing professional
Salesman!Arborist, Foreman/Climber, PHC1PM Technician, Tree Preservation
Specialist, or horticulture students with drive
for experience. We serve the National Zoo,
local universities, and thousands of exclusive properties. Excellent performance =
Excellent compensation. RTEC Treecare:
"Anything For Trees". Fax resume to (703)
573-7475 or e-mail admin@treestrees.com .

See us atTCI EXPO 2003!

Want a Challenging Career with High Income Potential?

The F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
C.,
0
0

Corporate Office: Post Office Box 3067, Stamford, Connecticut 06905

04
0

Phone (203) 323-1131 Fax (203) 323-3631 www.bartlett.com

0

w

Contact: Carmen Berrios, Manager Employment& Benefits

0
I-

cberrios@bartlett.com
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GREAT BRITAIN

Advanced Tree and Shrub Care Inc.
Looking for expc'd Arborist/Tech to work
in North-Central Texas area. We are an established and fast growing co., in need of
a highly motivated and aggressive individual. PHC knowledgeable preferred.
Train with a degreed consulting certified
arborist. Fax resumes @ (972) 569-8370
or call (214) 544-8734.

Climber/Crew Leader

Urgently Wanted for
The Island of Bermuda

Growing Southern Indiana tree care company looking for highly motivated individuals
to perform trimming/removal operations.
Year-round work. Most modern equipment.
Top Wages. Will train the right person. Call
812-476-7775.
Ira Wickes/Arborists
Rockland County-based firm since 1929
seeks qualified individuals with experience.

Employment Opportunities
Wright Tree Service, an employee owned
company, has management positions
open throughout our service territory. We
are looking for individuals who have lineclearing experience as a General
Foreman or above to fill these positions.
These individuals must be motivated selfstarters who also possess excellent
communication skills. Wright Tree Service is an equal opportunity employer
and all applicants are required to submit
to drug screening. We offer an excellent
salary and benefit package. If you are
interested in one of these positions,
please send a brief resume to:

Arborists/Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew
Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (I PM, PHC,
Lawn). Great benefit package includes
401(k) matching, advancement opportunities, E.O.E. Check us out on the Web at
irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to
info@irawickes.com . Fax us at (845) 3543475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes/Arborists,
11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977.

Mountain High Tree Service and Lawn
Care, Denver, CO
Experienced tree climbers needed. Top
pay full benefits. PHC and Lawn Techs
also needed. Come work for Denver's
leading arboricultural and Lawn Care Company. Please call (303) 232-0666; fax (303)
232-0711 or apply online at
mhttree@ pcisys.net .

Wright Tree Service
Attn: Bob Myers
P0 Box 1718
Des Moines, IA 50306
Or
e-mail: bmyers@wrighttre.com

Arborists
Bermuda's largest landscape management
company requires several arborists to join
their dynamic team. Applicants must have
an arborist certificate and be very competent in dealing with hazardous and problem
trees. These are hands-on positions with
extensive physical activity.
Applicants must be willing to relocate right
away. A minimum of a one-year contract will
be offered with preference to individuals who
wish to stay longer and train Bermudians. We
offer an excellent salary and other benefits.
We will assist with relocation costs and housing initially.
Please send resumes with salary history to:
Jefferson C. Sousa, President
Sousa's Landscape Management Co. Ltd
P0 Box PG 130
Paget PG BX
Bermuda
Tel: (441) 238-1797
Fax: (441) 238-3507
E-mail: jeffersonsousa@hotmail.com
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Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc.

• 628 North Portland St., Ridgeville, IN 47380 •

1 Call: 1-800-856-2064 . Ask for Chris Jones ,Fax: (765) 857-2225
• Hours: Mon.-Fri, 8-5; Sat., By appt. only •

www.Lewisutilitytrucks.net

-u
0

0
0

oinpetitive pay and benefits, JI1(l offer
for ftivlilc't1iii.11.

E-Mail: Lewisutility@jayco.net

* Airport Pickup * Delivery Available * Finance ( 'uwp.unics Availahlc 4 AfluidihIe Pricing for I:cr'oiit 4 D.O.T. 4 Cert. Dielectric Testing

Trucks to Work With, Not On

-

Corporate Recruiting
The Davey Tree Expert Co. \,
1500 North Mantua Street
Kent, Ohio 44240
1-800-445-TREE

*caii
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l0 join our
learn contact:

recruiting@davey.com
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87' -91' Aerial Lift of Conn starting at $18,000 to $22,000
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www.treecareindustry.org

French and or Spanish translator
needed for local company on an as needed
basis. Please call 1-800-858-0347.

VISIT OFTEN!
(formerly NAA) TCIA, Tree Care Industry Association...
"The Voice of Tree Care"

Arborist
Owen Tree Service is a well established
and still growing company serving the
Metro-Detroit, Flint and St Clair areas of
Michigan. We are looking for 2 ISA certified arborists for sales. Successful
individuals must have 3+ years of experience, proven track record, good
communication and interpersonal skills.
We offer competitive compensation and
benefit package including 401K and
health insurance, company phone and
vehicle provided for sales and transportation to work, friendly work environment
and more. Contact A. Tanovic at
atanovic@owentree.com , Fax (810) 7242684, Phone 1-800-724-6680.

YOU EXCEL
WE'VE BEEN
DOING THE SAME

JWE WHEEL L1

j

lu FHWHEEL • GOOSENECK • TAG ALONG
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See us at
TCI EXPO
N
2003!

Do You Have What It Takes...

/

Les Distributions

paqe

5379, King Street I
Ascot Corner (She
QC, Canada JOB
Telephone :(819)
Fax (819( 820-04
Email: payeur@videotron.ca
www.payeur.com

20 000 GVW

hndn.
Dump boa
OPTIONS Post hole digger Forks adapter Tool box
Telescopic boom Wooden deck Ramps

Please circle 40 on Reader Service ('aid

A Great Team

_
•

_____

SavATree employees share a devotion
to quality tree care and a commitment
to community service. The sense of pride
and teamwork created every day is a
resource for continued growth & success.

__________

&---.

•
I

.
•

.

TI!

-

________

Now operating in NY, NJ, CT, MA, PA and
VA, we are looking for experienced
arboricultural & horticultural professionals
who are ready to join a great tree and
shrub care team.
-

CD

SAvAIREE®

ILl
A
0

.MA•

cu

The

Tree and Shrub Care Company

Please fax or email your resume to

914-242-3934 / recruiting@savatree.com
www.savatree.com

ID
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• . .to be a part of Atlanta's leading tree care
company? We are searching for experienced tree climbers and crew leaders to
help our successful team stay on top. Yearround work, relocation assistance,
excellent compensation and benefits package. Driver's license required. CDL
preferred. Drug Free Workplace. Submit
resume to Chris Nasca at:
Arborguard
P.O. Box 477
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
Phone: 404-299-5555
Fax: 404-294-0090
E-mail: cnasca@arborguard.com
Web: www.arborguard.com

The Care of Trees
Motivated Individuals Needed
Huge opportunities are available immediately for properly qualified and motivated
career oriented individuals. Our loyal client base and exceptional client service
have allowed us to bring on select individuals who wish to operate and be recognized
as a professional in the field of
arboriculture. Two years minimum experience in either plant health care, general
treework or related arboricultural field.
Exclusive lower Fairfield County service
area. Serious inquires only, please. Please
call 1-877-847-9394 Rich Whitehead.

See us atTCI EXPO 2003!
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Royal Trucks Ultimate Chip Dumps
All Makes & Models Available, Under Or Over CDL,
New Bodies 12' To 24' Available, Unlimited Options.
Available Exclusively On Royal Chassis!

1996 To 1999 Freightliner Chip Trucks
Cummins Or Cat Diesel Engines Automatic Or Manual
Available, Over Or Under CDL New Royal Extreme
Duty Forestry Bodies From .... $24,900.00!

Late Model International Chip Trucks
International Diesel, Automatic Or Manual Trans, Both
Under & Over CDL Available, New 12 To 16 Royal
Extreme Duty Chip Bodies. Nice Trucks!

'a

1997 International 4700 Loader
International Dsl, Auto, Hawk Loader,
20 Dump Body. Only 53K Orig. Miles!

1992 Ford LN7000 Knuckleboom
Ford Turbo Dsl, Auto, IMT Crane, New
12' Royal Body' Only..$27,900.00!

1998 GMC C6500 Chip Trucks
3126 Cat Turbo, Automatic, 25,950 GVW,
AC, New 14' Royal Body W/ Removable Lids &
Toolbox, Immaculate! Only $28,900.00!

1994 Ford CF7000 Landscape Dump
8.3 Cummins, Auto, New Royal 14' Body
With Side Door, Tarp, 18 Ton Hoist.

Eli

1992 GMC Topkick Knuckleboom
Cat Diesel, Auto, National Crane With
Remote & Winch. 55K Orig. Miles!

,,..

U165 "Itc

or

10

-4.W

't,

99 Chevy 17500 Big Capacity Chip Truck
Cat Turbo Diesel, Automatic, New Royal 16
Extreme Duty Body W/ Removable Lids, 18 Ton
Hoist. On!y...$27,900.00 Ready To Work!

GMC Cabover Multi Purpose Chip Trucks
Cat Turbo Diesel, Auto Or Manual Trans, New
Royal 12' To 16' Extreme Duty Forestry Bodies
With Removable Lids, Unlimited Options Avail!

AOO

L

.
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Late Model Ford F700 Chip Trucks
Turbo Diesel, Automatic Trans, NO CDL Needed,
New Royal 12' To 16' Extreme Duty Bodies With
Removable Lids. Very Low Miles!

Inside Sales/Customer Svc

HAWAII — Tree Climbers
and Working Foremen.

A

l \lSiEA I 'T'R[k S.t, Si iiu i

Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5
years' climbing experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take
downs and removals) and a current
driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a
certified arborist (with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a
minimum of 5 years' climbing experience
(which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take-downs and removals), 5 years'
utility line clearance experience, experience working with cranes, and have a
current driver's license (a CDL license is
preferred). Pay starts at $18 per hour but
is based on experience. Benefits include
paid medical and dental insurance, paid
federal holidays, vacation pay, 401 (k)
pension plan and a profit-sharing plan.
Send resume with salary history and employment references to:

CARE, the Northeasts

most actively expanding
tree & shrub care company, is
seeking Certified Arborists,

Branch Managers,
PHC Managers and
PHC Techs to
joiii our fanily.
Work territories
in affluent areas
Of NY, NJ, and
W
CT. Incredible
opportunities ror
growth. We offer full
administrative and marketing
support, state-of-the-art
equipment, and continuing
education.

il

'

-

Orange County, Calif. Firm has opening for
Inside Sales & Customer Svc. Professional
experienced in arborist equip. & supplies. We
are an established 30 year old mfg./distributor, selling nationally to many industries and
ISO Certified. Please send resume including salary history to: U.S. Rigging Supply,
4001 W. Carriage Dr. Santa Ana, CA 92704
Attn: Doug Heim. Fax: (714) 918-2222
doug © usrigging.com , www.usrigging.com

SavATree, the Northeast's premier tree,
shrub and lawn care company, is seeking an Operations Manager to manage all
aspects of field operations and customer
service for our Southampton, NY branch.
The successful candidate will have 5+
years experience and be an accomplished
climber with knowledge of Plant Health
Care and IPM. BS in Forestry, Plant Science or Horticulture and ISA certified
Arborist status a plus but not required.
Salary and bonus commensurate with experience. Complete benefit package.
Send resume: ndubak@savatree.com or
fax (914) 242-3934.

Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

Call 800-427-1900,
or fax your resume to
914-576-5448, attn:
HR Manager

Plane circle 3 on Reader Service (aid

Lowest Prices on the Market
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Visit us on the Web:
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SACRAMENTO,

CA

/ Join Us For

TheorId's Largest
Tree Care Industry
Spring Expo!

World's Largest Tree Care Industry Expo

Sacramento, California
March 25 - 27, 2004

Z.

For thc first time ever, The Tree Care Industry Expo, the world's

lop

largest and most respected expo and seminar series in commercial
tree care, comes to the West Coast. See the latest advances in
tree care equipment, products and services

from leading suppliers. Attend

informative educational seminars on a wide range of commercial tree care topics.
And meet and network with other tree care professionals from all over the
country. If you'd like to attend, or become an exhibitor, call 1-800-733-2622 today!

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

•

EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS • NETWORKING

TE!j

kTM

VOICE OF TREE CARE

EXPO
Please circle 51 on Reader Service Card

Come Work in Hawaiian Paradise

Tree Care Industry

Skilled Tree Climber needed with at least
3yrs. Experience from ornamental pruning
to 1g. technical removals. Must have a driver
license. Certification and crew leadership
experience is a plus. Call All Paradise Tree
Service (808) 696-5323

The industry's marketplace.
Advertise today
Call 1-800-733-2622

Hydraulic knuckle boom trucks with dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988 to
1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We can
custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip
boxes or continuous-rotation grapples. Call
us for any specialty truck needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville, N.J.
(732) 938-5779. www.atlanticboom.com

Climbers/Foreman needed in MN
John Bean, FMC, 1000 gal SS. Tank w/

See us atTCI EXPO 2003!

NO

Sp1iiitci

NOT
EVER

Warping
u a ran teed"

DICA Marketing Co.

Carroll, IA 51401

800-610-DICA(3422)
www.dicaUSA.com

FAX 712-792-11061
into@dicaUSA.com

Please circle 17 on Reader Service Card

See us atTCI EXPO 2003!

One of the

Largest Selections
of Pole Saws Blades
for the
Tree Care Industry
9s-B
5s-B

I

We are looking for reliable, career-seeking
climbers/crew leaders with 2 years minimum
climbing experience and to supervise 2 to 3
crew members. Must have or be willing to
obtain CDL. $16-$20 per hour starting wage
depending on experience. Medical, dental,
paid vacation, retirement plan, profit-sharing,
and holidays. Call Pleasant View Tree Service - Aric Marohn, Stillwater, MN. (651)
430-0316.

I
SavATree/SavaLawn, a nationally
recognized provider of arboricultural
services in the Northeast with 15 branches
from MA to VA, is searching for
experienced arborists with strong
interpersonal skills to manage premier
territories in Larch mont and Southampton,
NY and Wyckoff, NJ. The ideal candidate
will possess an ISA certified license and
have 2-4 years of tree care sales
experience. Excellent Benefits. Call or email Noel Dubak at (914) 241-4999, x153
or ndubak@savatree.com

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

57s-B

And from Fanno

International

HH60 pump, 60 GPM powered by Chrysler
industrial 6 cyl gas engine, ready to work
$6000. OBO Contact Jim (609) 261-9400
or info @ delawarevalleysprayservice.com

'96 Ford F800 w/57' Teco bucket/chip box
combo $39,900. '97 freightliner w/45' aerial
lift rear mount bucket $48,000.'00 GMC 6500
chip truck 14' body $29,000. '95 Rayco
RG1672 Hydrastatic stump grinder w/new
motor $14,500. Call Tree Medics, Mark (504)
488-9115.

Factory Reconditioned & Reworked
Equipment from the leaders of chippers
& waste reduction equipment.

Hand-fed chippers - whole tree chippers stump grinders - horizontal grinders (models from all major manufacturers) more than
100 units to choose from. For our selection
visit: www.banditchippers.com or call us at
Bandit Industries, Inc., Remus, Ml 49304. Ph:
1-800-952-0178 or (989) 561-2270.

Tree Care Equipment For Sale
Bucket Trucks

1984 GMC 7000 Truck w/45 ft. lift & forestry
body. 1989 GMC 7000 w/45 ft. lift & forestry
body. 1988 Ford 50 ft. lift & forestry body.

1996 Vermeer stump grinder model 672
diesel, auto sweep. Exc. condition. $12,00.
Conserv-A-Tree, L.I. (631) 271-2998

All trucks are currently working & DOT inspected. Reason for selling bought new
trucks.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

Vermeer Model 630 Stump Cutter w/rebuilt
engine, less than 10 hrs. and new teeth.
Vermeer Model 1560 Stump cutter w/65 hp
Wisconsin engine, Good condition. For more
information, call 1-800-427-4890.

Stump cutters

All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arborist ropes at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Free supping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad - Big Savicigs
1-800-873-3203.

1990 Ford LT 8000 perfect for log truck.

Owner operated since new. Excellent condition. Low mileage. 18F, 48R. Hi torque
trans. Full main locking rear. 270 hp.
$23,500. Call (410) 557-7301.
Please circle I () on Reader Service Card
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1994 GMC Top Kick, 52,000 mile on
chassis, Aerial Lift of Conn, AL 50, 5500
hrs on unit, ArborTech forestry package.
Owner operated since new, great shape,
asking $45,000 O.B.O. Call (978) 8741566, leave message.

Rayco & Vermeer
Stump cutter remanufacturing
Retip your Rayco Super Tooth for only $3.95
Rebuild & Retip your Rayco Super Tooth $5.95
Retip your Vermeer Pro-Tooth for only $2.75
Free return shipping on orders over 100.
Toll Free 1-888-999-1778
See what we do at
www.stumpcutterking.com .
We buy used Rayco & Vermeer Cutters.

A Great Combination!
j;

nh

about the industry's best-selling package,
call or write Arbor Computer Systems, P0
Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail:
Phannan @Arborcomputer.com

t.I

I
•

1979 log skidder timberjack 230E, 23.1
x 26 tires 80 percent 4 new tire chains. Well
maintained extremely reliable Eaton rears
and 30 ton winch with 90 foot cable. Can
be transported on 9 ton trailer. Will pull up
to 6 trees. Has standing tree pusher and
hitch receiver. Comes with 6 chocker
chains, service, parts and owners manuals. $15,000 (973) 627-1607.

Hardware and software by an arborist
for the arborist. For more information

•

See usat
(TcIEXPO
2003!

2004 International Chassis &
a 14' Schodorf forestry body
Starting at $41,950

Let us build a body to suit A you

5cHozwRr
Truck & Body Equipment Co
885 Harmon Ave P0 Boa23322
Columbus. Ohio 43223

Used 2003 F-550
- Call for details save

Building quality forestry bodies for over 65 years.

Call Mike Cassidy for a brochure and a quote 1-800-288-0992.
P It-, asc ci Fl, ft 17 on Rciilcr -icr ice ( ird

John Bean sprayer 600 gal./80 gal. per mm.

Complete $4,500. (845) 477-2104.

Alexander Equipment Company

We have a huge selection of used chippers,
stump grinders & tub grinders! Call Matt or
Steve for details or try our Web site at
www.alexequip.com for complete list & pictures. Financing available! We can ship
anywhere!
4728 Yender Ave.
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 663-1400

EQUIPMENT
WANTED
Wanted: Bucket truck XT 55 or XT 60/70
Hi-Ranger with diesel and chip box or some-

Complete
Truck &
Crane
New Terex 3470

New Ford F750

+ 1 7-ton capacity + 230 Turbo Diesel
+ 120 Ft. with JIB
6-Speed Trans.
+ Full LMI
+ 20-Ft. Bed
+ 2-speed Winch + A/C
+ Jib optional

thing similar. New Holland Skidsteer LS 180
59 hours $19,500. Also wanted new model
chipper truck, and a 12' to 18" chipper. Call
(540) 297-3454.
l'leie cide 2 ) 1)11 Redder Sers ice ( ' Al (I
'l'Rl/I CARL NI )t ISIRY - OCIi)BLR 2003
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PRODUCTS
& SERVICES

TO Magazine & NAA Website
Classified Rate Card
1(1 Magazine

Members
[ Non -Members 1

1(1 Magazine &

Website Only

Vvebsiie Only

Only

+_Photo

$55
$65

$55
$65

1(1. Website &
Photo

\ehsiieJ

$75
$95

$65

$65
$75

$75

Ropes, spikes, log splitters, pole saws,
pruners, stump grinder teeth. Best prices
available. Secured credit card online ordering. www.abetterarborist.net . Toll free
1-866-455-8733 (Tree)

Ads running for six consecutive months receive $51month discount.
Pricing based on 250 characters per pricing unit.

Ask about our NEW Uni Pocket

The Original" Heavy Duty

(patent pending)
eversible for Double Life

STUMP CUTTER

-
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Stone Collar Prevents

CEI

8200 97th Ave N
Brooklyn Park, MN 55445
website www.cei-clem.com

'

Two Cutter teeth in One
Doubles Cutting Speed
Eliminates Wheel, Pocket.
and Bolt Wear
Patented New Power Bend

TOOTH

H '

25
ear;

Carbide Loss
Solid 3/4 Shank
t. Shoulder Stop
Patented Angle Slices
instead of Ripping
Carbide Tipped

(

CALL
1-800-333-5234

Our Warranty Covers Manufactured Defects

CEI considers bending and breaking of our teeth to he a product defect

to field test a set!

Please circle 14 on Reader Serv ice Card

Florapersonnel, Inc. In our second decade of performing confidential key
employee searches for the arboriculture industry and allied trades worldwide.
Retained basis only. Candidate contact
welcome, confidential and always free.
Florapersonnel, Inc. 1740 Lake Markham
Rd., Sanford, FL 32771 Phone: (407) 3208177. Fax: (407) 320-8083. Website:
www.florapersonnel.com . Email:
hortsearch @aol.com .

ArborSoftWorx is a specialized, feature
rich suite of software products for Commer cial and Municipal/Campus Arborists,
Landscapers and Lawn Care specialists.
ArborSoftWorx enhances the productivity
of your sales force, work crews and administrative staff, while facilitating the growth
of your business and increasing your
company's profitability. Built by Award Winning Software Engineers, proudly serving
our customers throughout the U.S.A.,
Canada and Europe since 1983. Call 1800-49-ARBOR today, or visit us at:
www.ArborSoftWorx.com

Allied Equipment of Wisconsin

.

s

%60~~
a

1tatp__

Forestry Units

Rear Mounts

60, 65, & 75 Ft
Hi Ranger Aerial Lifts
Foresty Equipment of Virginia
Web Site FE VA .NET
Call; Jim Loughney 434-5252929
See us at'
Evenings & Weekends 434-851-2929 TCI EXPO Fax 434-525-0917
,,,

Please circle 20 on Reader Service Card
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Local rentals, bucket trucks to 70 feet, stump
grinders, chippers, aerial lift parts & service.
Rayco parts, Rayco & Wood/Chuck dealer.
We rent Rayco Hydra stumpers/Forestry
mowers. www.alliedutilityequipment.com .
Call 1-800-303-0269.

Complete job
ArborGold Software
management! Phone message center,
proposals with built-in landscape CAD designer, scheduling, invoicing and more.
Posts to QuickBooks. Print estimates on
site with new hand-held PCs and download
to office. Call Tree Management Systems
1-800-933-1955, see demo at
www.turftree.com .
-

-
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You never
know what
safety hazard
is lurking
when you
climb a free...

G
•

That's why l's
to have
I ('IA's Tailgate
Safety lrograni.

It's your compan y's
best source br lick!
safety trainin g . The
Program has been
expanded and
improved. It now
contains 70 SCSsiOns covering ''workplace scenarios likely to cause harm'.
All sessions inc I ude tra i ncr
instructions, handouts and quick
comprehension tests. Tailgate
reflects requirements of' the
ANSI LI 33. I - 2000 Standard.
• Tests satisfy OSI IA verification of'
train i iig req u rements.
• Earn 17.5 ('[ ,'[J credits for
ISA Arhorist Certification.
• CD containin g extra handouts &
tests for easy printing.
Now available in Spanish also!
Phone: (603) 3 14-5380
1-800-733-2622
Fax:
(603) 314-5356
F-mail: tcia(atreecareindustry.org
Web:
www.treecareinduslry.org

T&,.
VOICE OF TREE CARE
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VOICE OF TREE CARE

sneaw
preview

The monthly newsletter of the Tree Care
Industry Association. TCIA members
can access the complete publication at
www.treecareindustry.org .

New DVD will assist arborists
working on hazard trees
A new product that TCIA plans to release later this fall will help
the arborist assess and work with hazard trees.
The origin of the project was a seminar presented at TCI EXPO
by Dr. Tom Smiley andJoe Bones of the F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert
Company. The message from these two very knowledgeable presenters will be supplemented with video depicting the removal of a
very hazardous lightning-struck pine.
"We're excited about using the
DVD medium to deliver this
training," says Peter
Gerstenberger, TCIA vice president of safety, compliance &
standards. "It combines the visual impact of video training with
the interactivity of CD-ROM.
We will even have the ability to
include downloadable information on the DVD."

%Oki

After a lightning strike, this tree
was too hazardous to climb.

The "Hazard Tree" DVD will
be organized into chapters. The
Tim Walsh cuts a face notch.
viewer will be able to select from
a menu to access the "chapters"
needed. Training thus becomes i nteractive, as well as highly tailored
to the arborist's needs.
TCIA is indebted to the significant contributions of the Bartlett
Company for authorizing the use of, and supplying, the original
presentation; to the crews of Broad Oak Tree & Shrub Care,
Milford, NH and Atomic Tree Service, Hudson, NH for planning
and executing the pine removal; and the Hartford, for helping to
fund the project.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - OCTOBER 2003

The film crew inside the bucket moves in for
a closer shot.
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THE NATIONAL ARBORIST ASSOCIATION (NAA) IS NOW

TCIA, THE TREE CARE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
"THE VOICE OF TREE CARE"

Baltimore Convention Center Baltimore, Maryland

NOVEMBER 13-15, 2003
• .1.t

NEW IdA! NEW OPPORTUNITIES!
WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND?
101 EXPO offers you two distinctive seminar tracks. One is designed for field
personnel and one for management.

EXPERT PRACTITIONER seminar track series offers several sessions yielding
ISA CEUs. SMART MANAGER track is customizable to meet your unique
business management needs. Find all course details inside and start now
defining your individual 101 EXPO seminar education experience!
Take advantage TCI EXPO's "golden opportunity' in educational seminars.
If you are attending 5 or more seminars you can BUY GOLD! You SAVE, and
those savings are returned to YOUR bottom line.
The show floor provides the best of the industry's new and exciting
products and services.., presenting leading-edge suppliers to you, their
shoppers and buyers!
You don't want to miss this valuable networking opportunity...

with ALL the right people coming together at TCI EXPO 2003!

SPECIAL NOTE TO SAVE MORE MONEY
Make your decision now and register before the Early Bird deadline of October 10.
You will receive discounts on BOTH trade show admission and educational seminars!

REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
Register online at www.treecareindustry.org or complete a separate registration
for each conference attendee.

TerA

ACRT Inc

q

ADI Pruning Tools

j

Aerial Equipment, LLC

Forestry Equipment of Virginia

Aerial Lift, Inc.
Agape Designs
Air Spade"/Concept Engineering Group, Inc.

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
Fred Marvin Associates

EXPO '03
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Future Forestry Products, Inc.
G & A Equipment

All Gear, Inc.
Alliance Equipment Company, Inc.

Giuffre Brothers Cranes

Altec Industries, Inc.
Alturnamats, Inc.

Good Tree Care Company
Green Manufacturing, Inc.

American Arborist Supplies, Inc.

Growtech, Inc.

Amerisafe

The Hartford
Hol-Mac Corporations

Amigos Labor Solutions
Arborjet, Inc.

VOICE OF TREE CARE

,
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Horticultural Alliance, Inc.

Practical Solutions, Inc.

Arborscape Pro
ArborSoftWorx

Husqvarna
IML - Instrument Mechanic Labor, Inc.

Preferred Processors Company, LLC

ArborSystems, LLC

Independent Protection Company

Arbortech

International Society of Arboriculture

Arborwear, LLC
Asplundh Tree Expert Co.

J. J. Keller & Associates
J. J. Mauget Company

Bahco Pruning Tools

J. P. Carlton Company, Div. DAF Inc.

Redmax-Komatsu Zenoah America, Inc.
Roots"'

Bailey's
Bandit Industries, Inc.

J. P. Fuller, Inc.
Jameson, LLC

Rotochopper, Inc.
Royal Truck & Equipment, Inc.

BBA Nonwovens/Reemay, lnc./Bio Barrier

Jarraff Industries, Inc.

Bartlett Manufacturing Company
Bayer Environmental Science

John Bean Sprayers
The Knifesource, LLC

Salsco, Inc.
Samson Rope Technologies

Ben Meadows Company
Blue Ridge Arborist Supply

Karl Kuemmerling, Inc.
Kershaw

Preformed Line Products
PYGAR, Inc.
Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements
Rayco Manufacturing, Inc.

Sandvik
SavATree
Schodorf Truck Body & Equipment Co.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST TREE CARE SHOW!
Brush Technology
Buccaneer Rope Co.

Labonville, Inc.

Sherrill Arborist Supply

Leonardi Manufacturing

Buckingham Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Lewis Tree Service, Inc.
Liberty Financial Group, Inc.

Sierra Moreno Mercantile
Simonds Industries, Inc.
Southco Industries, Inc.

Cargotec, Inc.
Climb Axe, Ltd.
Commercial Cutters Direct

The Loader Div. of NMC-Wollard
Loftiness Specialized Equipment

Southeastern Equipment Company

Corona Clipper

MAT-3, Inc.

Spirit/Miller Driveaway
Stihl Incorporated

Creative Sales, Inc.
Cutter's Choice

McDonald Equipment Company
Mickey's Truck & Equipment Sales

Terex Telelect, Inc.

Davey Tree Expert Co.
DICA Marketing

Midwest Arborist Supplies
Miller Machine

Tilton Equipment Company
Timberwolf Manufacturing Corp.

Doggett Corporation

Mills Truck Sales
Minnesota Wanner Company

Tree & Landscape Equipment Trader

Don Dubbs Stump Cutter
Dynamic Manufacturing, Inc.

Monterey Lawn & Garden Products

Stump Removal, Inc./KAN-DU

Tree Care Industry Association
Tree Management Systems/Arbor Gold Software

Easy Use Air Tools

Morbark, Inc.

Tree Tech Microinjection Systems

ECHO Incorporated
Electronic Solutions of Harrison, LLC

N. L. Financial Services
NiftyLift, Inc.

Trucks & Parts of Tampa
U.S. Rigging Supply/Pelican Rope Works

Enginaire

Northeastern Arborist Supply

V & H, Inc.

Engine Power Source
Environmetrics Systems, Inc.

NSW, LLC
Opdyke, Inc.

Vermeer Manufacturing Company

The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Co.
FAE-USA, Inc.

OSHA

Fanno Saw Works
Fecon, Inc.
Fehr Bros. Industries, Inc.

Payeur Distributions, Inc.
Petzl America
Plant Health Care, Inc.
Plastic Composites Corporation

Wall Industries
Weaver Leather, Inc.
Wood/Chuck Chipper Corporation
Woodsman, Inc.
Yale Cordage, Inc.
Zenith Cutter Co.

WIN ARBORBUCKS!
There will be two drawings each day
on the trade show floor for at least

$200 in ARBORBUCKS.
ARBORBUCKS can be used the same
as cash to make purchases at the
show from participating vendors. There
is no cost to enter the drawing. Just
complete the survey found in your

'

rA

Pocket Program.

Winners must be present to receive
ARBORBUCKS cash!

DRAWING SCHEDULE
Thursday, November 13,12 noon & 2pm
Friday,
November 14, 12 noon & 2 pm
Saturday, November 15, 11 am & 1 p

ARBORBUCKS PARTICIPANTS
- Aerial Equipment, LLC
- Agape Design
- Air Spade'/Concept
Engineering Group, Inc.
- Alturnamats, Inc.
- American Arborist Supplies
- Amerisafe
- ArborSoftWorx
- Arborwear, LLC
- Bandit Industries, Inc.
- Blue Ridge Arborist Supply
- DICA Marketing Co.
- Fehr Bros. Industries, Inc.
- Fresco Arborist Supplies, Inc.
- Growtech, Inc.
- Karl Kuemmerling, Inc.
- Loftness Specialized Equipment
- Monterey Lawn & Garden Products
- Northeastern Arborist Supply
- Plant Health Care, Inc.
- RedMax/Komatsu Zenoah America
- Sandvik
- Samson Rope Technologies
- Sherrill Arborist Supply
- Tree Management Systems/Arbor
Gold Software
- Tree Care Industry Association, Inc.
- Vermeer Manufacturing Company
- Weaver Leather, Inc.
- Yale Cordage, Inc.
- Zenith Cutter Co.
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12

REGISTRATION FEE

-

$95

TCI attendees are invited to participate in either full-day workshop on Wednesday,
November 12, 2003. Please use the TCI EXPO registration form to indicate
attendance at either of these programs.

Limited enrollment. Early registration is encouraged.

PROFESSIONAL PRACTITIONER WORKSHOP
Morning Session: Using the North American Tree Failure Database
Dr. Jim Clark & Dr. Tom Smiley
9:00 am - 12:00 noon
Room 320, Baltimore Convention Center
Arborists and foresters have a strong interest in understanding tree failures:
which species, under what weather conditions, with what defects in structure.
Foresters, particularly in the western part of the U.S., have been collecting this
information on recreation sites for many years. In California, arborists and
researchers from the University of California have assembled a database of
almost 4,000 tree failures. Arborists in other parts of the U.S. and Canada have
expressed interest in recording tree failure information in their geographic area.
The North American Tree Failure Database (NATFD) is a pilot project created by
the USDA Forest Service to create one central library of information on tree failures.

And More - See Final List at Registration!

The benefit to arborists is a greater knowledge about the who, what, when, and

TREE DEMONSTRATION AREA

why of tree failures. We will be able to develop better species failure profiles,

Visit the Tree Demonstration Area on

understand the influence of environmental factors such as rain and snow, and
improve our field assessment procedures.

the trade show floor for scheduled
demonstrations of various arborist skills,

A committee of arborists and foresters has developed a recording form. A Web site

Upon completion of a scheduled

has been developed to enter the results of a failure. All that is needed now is for

demonstration, ISA Certified Arborists
will become eligible to receive ISA

arborists to supply information on tree failures in their area. Tom Smiley and
Jim Clark will train participants in the use of the recording form and the Web site.

re-certification credits by filling out
a demonstration attendance form.

Spanish Translators Available

sr

L
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AFTERNOON SESSION
Innovations in Arboricultural Service
Dr. Tom Smiley
1:00 pm —4:00 pm

Room 320, Baltimore Convention Center
Dr. Smiley is one of the lead researchers at the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratory
in Charlotte. From this facility comes some of the most ground-breaking research
in the applied science of arboriculture. Take away new concepts and techniques
to apply in your business.

BUSINESS MANAGERS' WORKSHOP
Estimating Workshop for Tree Care/Landscaping Contractors
Jim Huston, J. R. Huston Enterprises, Inc.
9:00 am - 12:00 pm
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Room 318, Baltimore Convention Center
This full day workshop will assist tree care and landscape contractors and other key
staff in how to:
• Prepare a General & Administrative (G & A) office overhead and field-labor hour budget
• Calculate labor burden, average wage, and equipment costs
• Price a lump sum bid
• Measure, allocate and control G & A office overhead costs
• Calculate time & materials (T & M) rates
I

• Understand the five most common methods of estimating used in the market today
• And more!
James Huston is the principal in J. R. Huston Enterprises, Inc. a full service and
industry-specific management consulting company, created to serve the needs of
landscape and irrigation contractors, vendors and related associations.

ii-

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13
7:00 am

REGISTRATION OPENS

8:00 to 9:15 am
OPENING SESSION
TCIA will open this year with a Brand New Theme... a new TCIA... a new TCI
EXPO experience for you!! Business owners will be rewarded with an enjoyable
presentation and meaningful content. We will be addressing your most critical
concerns building strong, unified TEAMS! You've told us your most compelling
issues and we've listened. We will deliver the substance and you will return from
TCI EXPO 2003 to develop a workforce that functions as a proficient, cohesive unit!
9:15 to 9:45 am

TCIA - Today's Business and a Look Ahead

9:57 am
TRADE SHOW OPENS
Don't miss a single booth! Wear your walking shoes, because with the expanded
trade show floor, there will be a lot of ground to cover. TCI EXPO is the largest
tree care trade show in the world. If it will make your business more efficient,
competitive, productive or profitable, you'll find it here.
Plus, we've arranged for live demonstrations and plenty of hands-on opportunities with some of the leading names in the arborist industry. Check your show
program for times and locations. To keep up with the industry, you won't want to
miss a single demo.

ARBORBLJCKS DRAWING - Tree Demonstration Area
12:00 Noon
Be sure to fill out your entry form and you could be the winner of ARBORBUCKS
currency. ARBORBUCKS can be used as cash at any of the participating vendor
booths. Here's your chance to win the goods and services you need!

2:00 pm
ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Tree Demonstration Area
It's not too late to enter the drawing. You could be the winner!
4:00 pm

TRADE SHOW CLOSES

4:00 to 5:00 pm

The Guiding Principles of Tree Care
Dr. Jim Clark

The presentation will be a mixture of accepted practices, emerging concepts, positive points and challenging issues. Dr. Clark promises a good mix of information,
with something for everyone. Clark is a lecturer, author and consultant, as well as
a partner in HortScience, a California-based horticultural consulting business.
4:00 to 5:00 pm +

When to Call the Landscaper/Arborist
Panel: Scott Jamieson, Eric Schultz, Trent Sible, Tom Tolkacz
Magic happens when landscape contractors and arborists work together to bring
value to a site for their clients. Nothing is more powerful to a client than experts
in their respective fields working together to solve problems and anticipate needs.
Scott Jamieson is president of The Care of Trees, a venerable commercial tree
care firm with operations in California, Illinois, Wisconsin and the Northeastern
U.S. Erik Schultz is the principal in Schultz Industries, a full-service landscape
firm in Denver. Trent Sible is a Project Manager with Moore Landscapes in
Chicago. He is an ALCA Certified Landscape Professional (CLP) and Certified
Landscape Technician as well as a Certified Arborist. Tom Tolkacz is president of
Swingle Tree Company, 70-year-old full-service tree, lawn and landscape care firm
in Denver.
WELCOME RECEPTION - Baltimore Convention Center
for all Attendees and Exhibitors • Ballroom I
Complimentary hors d'oeuvres. Catch up with old friends, make new Veter
friends, network, ask questions and enjoy an evening of fun with
fellow tree care professionals. In partnership with Vermeer Manufacturing

6:00 pm

7:30 am

REGISTRATION OPENS

8:00 to 9:00 am

Forces, Physics, Trees & Arborists
Erk Brudi and Ken Palmer

IT *

Ken and Erk will introduce an exciting new concept for taking arborist
rigging operations down to their component parts and using computer
software to help understand the physics, calculate the forces, and train
tree workers to use a more scientific approach to decision-making.
Erk Brudi is Lecturer at the University for Applied Sciences in
Munich, Germany. He is also a registered, court certified consultant for
tree mechanics, tree evaluation and arboriculture in Munich, and a member of the Executive Committee for German Labour Standards. Ken
Palmer is president and CEO of ArborMasterrM Training, Inc., three-time
International Tree Climbing Champion, and a highly recognized instructor, researcher, and innovator of tree climbing, rigging and rescue systems.
Managing your Hispanic/Latino Workforce
Mauricio Velasquez
How is the influx of Hispanic-Latino immigrant workers affecting our
industry? What will we have to do differently? What are the successful
strategies that are producing results and what are the minefields we
must avoid? Our un-addressed diversity issues are like that ugly couch in
the living room - we know it's there but we don't want to talk about it.
Funny, people think by not talking about these issues, they go away. How
untrue. Mauricio Velasquez is President and CEO of the Diversity Training
Group in Herndon, VA and its sister firm, Spanish Translations Services,
LLC, As a bilingual professional who is the son of Latino immigrant parents, this conversation is natural for him.
8:00 to 9:00 am +

9:00 am
TRADE SHOW OPENS
Plan on an information-packed day of demonstrations, browsing the
newest equipment, technologies and services, and exchanging ideas with
your peers. There's no show like TCI EXPO.

9:30 to 10:30 am

Staying on the Road:
DOT Driver/Vehicle Compliance
Stephen M. Frisch
Few things can sideline a tree care or landscaping business as readily as
a DOT "Out of Service" order. Are you confident that your drivers, vehicles and administrative procedures conform with requirements? With over
25 years of compliance knowledge stemming from experience as a driver,
dispatcher, instructor, safety officer and consultant with J. J. Keller &
Associates, Mr. Frisch can put your firm on the road to full compliance.
Join him later in the day on the trade show floor as he conducts mock
vehicle walk-around inspections.

11 *

9:30 to 10:30 am + Effective Leadership Skills
Jeff Stokes
Leaders are born, not made.. .or are they? Even if you don't feel that
you have natural leadership traits, all is not lost. You can become a
great leader in your business by acquiring the right skills and habits.
This session covers the key traits of great leadership, and covers how
leadership differs from management. You'll practice situational
leadership, and learn how to stimulate teamwork and motivation.
Jeff D. Stokes is the CEO of Pinnacle Performance Group, Inc., an
organizational development solution provider who supplies companies
with the tools they need to meet their unique challenges and capitalize
on their promising management and leadership opportunities.

Registration coffee breaks compliments c
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15
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12:00 Noon
ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Tree Demonstration Area
Be sure to fill out your entry form and you could be the winner of
ARBORBUCKS currency. ARBORBUCKS can be used as cash at any of
the participating vendor booths.

V

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Tree Demonstration Area
Its not too late to enter the drawing. You could be the winner!

2:00 pm

2:00 to 3:00 pm

Business Accreditation: Winning Edge Advantages
with Bottom Line Results

Attend this free presentation and panel discussion on ICIA Accreditation
and you will get answers to these questions: What is TCIA Accreditation?
How can it improve my business? Will I be rewarded for my efforts? This
is your opportunity to talk with Accreditation Council members about this
exciting new program. TCIA Accreditation will improve your business by
helping you to establish best business practices, create a safety culture,
and improve production quality through a system of standardization and
quality control. Many companies have gone to great lengths - relying on
years of experience to do this on their own, but now - through TCIA
Accreditation - you can have the "winning edge advantage" through your
TCIA membership. TCIA Accreditation is not only a mark of quality for
your business, it is a guide that helps you implement improved business
management methods with "bottom line results".

4:00 pm

TRADE SHOW CLOSES

4:00 to 5:00 pm

Pest Management Update: Merit & Mites

it K

Dr. Michael Raupp

Merit (imidacloprid) is a popular weapon in the Landscape Pest
Manager's arsenal. Dr. Raupp will talk about the relationship of Merit
applications to increased mite populations in trees and shrubs in
landscapes.
Michael Raupp is a Professor of Entomology at the University of
Maryland.

4:00 to 5:00 pm + Sales & Marketing Strategies that Work
Jeff Stokes
Competitive times require new selling and marketing techniques that bring
you the right customers at the right prices. If you want to be the vendor of
choice and improve profits in the future, don't miss this important session
on building your company image and personal selling skills. In this interactive
session taught by a seasoned salesperson, you will learn:
• How to build long-term relationships with clients

7:30 am

REGISTRATION OPENS

8:00 to 9:00 am

Accidents in Arboriculture: What's Happening, and Why?
Dr. John Ball

11 K

EXPO faithfuls may recall that Dr. Ball was with us last year to share some of his
preliminary findings from his research on arborist accidents. His research continues,
and the results and his analysis is information that every practicing arborist
should have.

8:00 to 9:00 am + Power Selling: What Makes a Top Salesperson
Hal Becker
As an internationally known expert on sales and customer service, a best-selling
author, and a dynamic and entertaining speaker, Hal Becker has guided some
pretty impressive clients - like Disney, IBM, AT&T, and many more - to greater
selling success. Becker uses his own experience as the former Number 1
Salesperson for Xerox to teach a 10-step, common sense, back to basics approach
to selling.

TRADE SHOW OPENS

9:00 am

This is your last day to see and learn everything you need to keep your business
moving. Be sure to take advantage of all TCI EXPO 2003 has to offer!

9:30 to 10:30 am

IT 3C

Maryland Tree Expert License Law: the Ethics Regulations,
and Enforcement Case Studies
Mike Galvin

Maryland is one of the few states in the nation with a tree expert licensing law. The
law imposes fairly stringent ethical standards for the betterment of the profession and
protection of the consumer. Come hear about how the law works, and how arborists
are involved in making it even better.

9:30 to 10:30 am + Managing and Scheduling Work Crews
Tony Bass
After completing his studies in agricultural mechanization at the University of
Georgia, Tony Bass started Bass Custom Landscapes which he grew to over
2.5 million dollars in annual sales while working in a county that has a total
population of barely 100,000 people. In 1994 the Georgia Junior Chamber of
Commerce named Tony one of five Outstanding Young Georgians for his work
in building environmental awareness and preservation in Middle Georgia. His
company has been featured in over 100 articles in local and national print
publications in just the last six years. Since joining Vander Kooi & Associates
in 1999, he worked with numerous companies as their personal
consultant, and spoken to several leading industry organizations including
CLIP, and the Lawn and Landscape School of Management.
In this session, which is geared primarily for owners/operators, team leaders,
project managers, and schedulers, Tony focuses on key areas and methods of
efficiently and effectively managing one crew to multiple crews, including scheduling and routing, job costing on the job, downtime, planning in advance, and
motivation and people management skills.

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Tree Demonstration Area
It's not too late too enter the drawing. You could be the winner!

• How to achieve higher markups against your direct costs through
positioning

11:00 am

• How to build and leverage your company's image

12:30 pm

• The 4P's of marketing and how to use them successfully

ARBORBUCKS DRAWING - Tree Demonstration Area
1:00 pm '
This is your last chance to win! See you in the demo area.

• and much more!

ISA Certification Exam Check-in

1:00 to 5:00 pm
5:15 to 6:15 pm

Excellence in Arboriculture - Awards Ceremony

Cap a perfect day at EXPO with an inspirational exhibition of the winning
Excellence projects of 2003. This exclusive presentation and display
honors commercial arborists and their valuable clients. Join
us at this event to congratulate, and be inspired by, your fellow tree care professionals. In partnership with The Hartford
IIAWI1()(I

3:00 pm

TCI EXPO 2003 TRADE SHOW CLOSES!

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR IN DETROIT, MICHIGAN!

KEY
Morbark Inc

ISA Certification Exam

To sit for the exam, you must call ISA to pre-register at (217)355-9411.
Application and registration fee must be received at ISA 12 working days prior to
exam date.

V

X
ACORN - ISP, Certified
Arborist CEUs available

October 28-30, 2004
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FLYING
TO THE
BALTIMORE
CONVENTION
CENTER
US AIRWAYS
US Airways has been selected as the
primary air carrier. Special discounts
have been arranged on your air transportation. Plan ahead and receive an
additional 5% discount by ticketing
60 days or more prior to departure.
US Airways also offers exclusive
negotiated rates for attendees who
are unable to meet the restrictions
of the promotional round trip fares.
Call US Airways' Group and Meeting

I

DRIVING DIRECTIONS
TO THE BALTIMORE CONVENTION CENTER

Reservation Office toll free at
1-877-874-7687 and refer to

Gold File No. 30142788.

FROM NEW YORK

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES

• Take 95 south to exit #53 (395 south - downtown exit)

Southwest Airlines has been selected

• Follow 395 south towards Inner Harbor

as the alternate air carrier. Southwest
Airlines is offering a 10% discount

• Proceed on 395 south and make a right at the 3rd light which is Pratt Street

on most of its already low fares for
air travel. You or your travel agent

> The Convention Center will be on the right

may call Southwest Airlines Group
and Meetings reservations at
1-800-433-5368 and reference

FROM WASHINGTON, DC & ALEXANDRIA, VA

ID Code D0234. Reservation sales

> Take 95 south to exit #53 (395 north - downtown exit)

agents are available 7:00 am 8:00 pm Monday - Friday, or 8:30 am

• Follow 395 north towards Inner Harbor
• Proceed on 395 north and make a right at the 3rd light which is Pratt Street

- 5:30 pm Saturday and Sunday,
Central Standard Time.

AIRPORT TRANSPORTATION

> The Convention Center will be on the right

FROM YORK & HARRISBURG, PA

Ground transportation is available
on the baggage claim level.

> 83 south to 695 west

SuperShuttle Transportation Systems

• Proceed on 695 west and take the next 83 south exit

provides shuttle service to the downtown hotels. Currently, the cost of a
round trip transfer is $18.00.
Reservations are not required. Upon
arrival at BWI Airport go to the lower
level and follow signs to the
SuperShuttle desk located between

• Follow 83 south to Lombard Street and make a right
• Continue on Lombard Street and make a left onto Hopkins Place.
• Proceed on Hopkins Place (Hopkins Place will convert into Sharp St)
and make a left onto Pratt Street
> The Convention Center will be on the right

baggage claims 6 and 7. The
SuperShuttle counter is open between
the hours of 6:00 am and 2:00 am.
During other times, please call

1-888-826-2700 to arrange service.

MLAU
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FROM ANNAPOLIS AND THE EASTERN SHORE

Tak

X.

> 97 north (to Baltimore) to 695 west (toward Towson) to 295 north
400

(to Baltimore)

VOICE OF TREE CARE
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> 295 will turn into Russell Street. Follow Russell Street and make a
right onto Pratt Street

L___

> Continue on Pratt Street two (2) blocks and the Convention Center will
be on the right
4

FROM ANNAPOLIS AND THE EASTERN SHORE (ALTERNATE ROUTE)
> 97 north (to Baltimore) to 695 west (toward Towson) to 95 north

I

Iloilo

••'

...

,• -.-,'-

> Follow 95 north to exit #53 (395 North - Downtown exit)
> The Convention Center will be on the right

FINDING A
HOTEL ROOM

MAP
TO DOWNTOWN BALTIMORE

fhis year the host hotel for TCI EXPO
2003 is the Baltimore Marriott Inner

Pleasant Street
Saratoga Street

Harbor located two blocks from the
Baltimore Convention Center at 110

I

Lexington Street
Fayette Street

C.
UDI

ft2i

Inner Harbor is offering TCI EXPO
2003 attendees a rate of $169

i

Baltimore Street

Lombard Street

South Eutaw Street. Baltimore Marriott

CD

single/double occupancy. This rate will
be offered until October 11, 2003. To
make your reservation, please call the

(0

Pratt Street

Camden Street

¼J0 Il

j'
Conway Street
Lee Street

INNER HARBOR

.21

Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor direct at

(Little Italy)

(410) 962-0202. Be sure to reference
ICI EXPO when making your reservaEastern Avenue

Key I liglrwry

Itrarres Street
Montgomery Street

tions. Space is limited; be sure to
make your reservation early.
Alternative accommodations are available at the Holiday Inn Baltimore Inner
Harbor, 301 W. Lombard Street which
is one block away from the Baltimore

Henrietta Street

Convention Center. The Holiday Inn

Hamburg Street

Baltimore Inner Harbor will offer TCI
EXPO 2003 attendees a rate of $135

Harrrhurg Street
Cross Street

HOTELS

C Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor

e Holiday Inn Inner Harbor

Photos courtesy of The Baltimore Area Convention & Visitors Association.

single/double occupancy. Reservations
must be made by October 17, 2003 in
order to guarantee this preferred rate.
To reserve your room, please call the
hotel direct at (410) 685-3500 and be
sure to reference TCI EXPO.

TCI EXPO BADGES
All TCI EXPO admission badges
will be mailed to attendees who
register prior to October 17, 2003.
Individuals registering after October
17, 2003 must stop by the pre-registration desk located in the Pratt
Street Lobby to pick up their
admission badge.

I

SEMINARS

Illi

Check the box beside each seminar
you wish to attend. Be careful not to
pick two seminars scheduled for the
same time. Count the total number
of seminar hours indicated next to
the seminar titles. Record this

REGISTRATION
WORLD'S LARGEST TREE CARE SHOW!

number in the space marked
TOTAL SEMINAR HOURS,

IF YOU ARE ATTENDING 5 OR
MORE SEMINARS...
BUY GOLD!
To purchase the GOLD CARD, which
will give you unlimited access to all
educational sessions and the Trade
Show, check the appropriate box on
the registration form and enter the
correct amount in the TOTAL COST
line.

TCI EXPO ONLINE
Register online at www.treecareinthistry.org for the world's largest tree care show.
TCIA offers a secure transaction line and confirmation of your registration will be
received within minutes.

REGISTRATION
Please photocopy and complete a separate registration for each conference
attendee. Register before the Early Bird deadline of October 10 to receive
discounts on Trade Show Admission and educational seminars. Registrations
received after October 10, 2003 and not complying with the appropriate fees
will be billed accordingly. Registration is required to obtain your admission
badge. Everyone is required to wear a badge issued by the Tree Care Industry
Association to enter the exhibit hall and all seminars. Be sure to pre-register
and avoid long lines at the registration area.

EXHIBIT HALL HOURS
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 13, 2003
9:57AM - 4:00PM
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 14, 2003
9:00AM - 4:00PM
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 15, 2003
9:00AM - 3:00PM

PLEASE NOTE
Registrations will be processed but not confirmed until paid in full.

SEMINAR REGISTRATION CANCELLATIONS
All seminar registration cancellations must be received in writing at the Tree Care
Industry Association office. Cancellations received on or before October 23, 2003
will receive a full refund less a $25 administrative fee. Fees cannot be refunded
after October 23. However you are welcome to send a replacement. No telephone
cancellations will be accepted.

Name

How did you hear about TCI EXPO?

Title

• TCI EXPO Brochure
• TCI Magazine

Company

El Arborist News
El Other Industry Publication

Address______
City

State

El TCIA Web site
El Co-worker/Friend

Phone

Fax -

El Other Trade Show
El Other

E-mail Address

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13
Opening Session
El #1 8:00 am
The Guiding Principles of Tree Care
El #2 4:00 pm
El #3-4:00 pm
When to Cal l the Arborist/Landscaper

-

ONLINE REGISTRATION
www.treecareindustry.org
1 Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour

....................................................................
..........................................
........................................

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14
Forces, Physics, Trees&Arborists
11 #4 8:00 am
Managing Your Hispanic/LatinoWorkforce
El #5 8:00 am
DOT DriverNehicle Compliance
El #6 9:30 am
Effective Leadership Skills
El #7 9:30 am
Business Accreditation
El #8 2:00 pm
Pest Management Update
El #9 4:00 pm
El #10 4:00 pm
Sales and Marketing Strategies
Excellence in Arboriculture Awards Ceremony
El #11 5:15 pm

-

(603) 314-5386

............................................
................................

................................................

.......................................................

............................................................

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15
Accidents in Arboriculture: What's Happening and Why?
11 #12 - 8:00 am
Power Selling: What Makes aTop Salesperson
El #13 -8:00 am
The Maryland Tree Expert License Update
El #14 - 9:30 am

.......................................................
................................................
.............................

1 Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour
0 Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour
0 Hour

..............

............................

..................................

El #15-9:30 am

Managing and Scheduling Work Crews
TOTAL SEMINAR HOURS

.......................................

1 Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour
1 Hour (t:,

-

*
El

Gold Card

REGISTER BY FAX
(CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS ONLY)

- Includes all seminar selections and admission to trade show

REGISTER BY PHONE
18007332622
8:00 am 5:00 pm Eastern Time

-

REGISTER BY MAIL
TCI EXPO
3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1
Manchester, NH 03103

Please check here if you require special
accommodations to fully participate.
Attach a written description of your needs.

BEFORE
OCT. 10, 2003

AFTER
OCT. 10, 2003

$205

$250

$
$
$
$

15

$
$

95

$105

95

$105

(Wednesday Workshops are not included in Gold Card option)

multiply cost by number of seminar hours

El

Individual Seminars

El

Trade Show Entrance Only

El
El

X

- Free with paid seminars
Business Managers' Workshop
(lunch not included) - Wednesday, Nov. 12, 2003
(lunch not included) - Wednesday, Nov. 12, 2003
Professional Practitioner Workshop

50

60

25

TOTAL

El Check Enclosed

El MasterCard/Visa/AMEX

AMOUNT $
EXP. DATE

CARD NO.

SIGNATURE

NAME
(as it appears on your card)

1. Is your company an TCIA Member Firm? 71 Yes 71 No

2. Do you wish to receive TCIA Membership Info? 0 Yes 0 No

$
$
$
$
$
$

TIT

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2003
GREEN INDUSTRY EXPO
TCIA Education Sessions
Cervantes Convention Center at America's Center
St. Louis, Missouri

MARCH 25 - 27, 2004
TCI EXPO SPRING
Sacramento Convention Center
Sacramento, California

OCTOBER 28 - 30 9 2004
TCI EXPO 2004
COBO Conference/ Exhibition Center
Detroit, Michigan
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